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Advanced magnetic microscopies are key to advancing our understanding and application 
of novel magnetic phenomenon such as skyrmions, spinwaves, and domain walls. However, due 
to the diffraction-limit of light, achieving the 10 – 100 nanometer spatial resolution and 10 – 100 
picosecond temporal resolution required to image these phenomena is beyond the reach of table-
top techniques.  My dissertation research has been to develop stroboscopic magnetic microscopy 
techniques that use picosecond thermal gradients to transduce magnetization into a voltage. In 
magnetic metals, this is accomplished via the anomalous Nernst effect and in ferromagnetic 
insulator/heavy metal bilayers the signal is due to the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect detected 
via the inverse spin Hall effect. Using focused, 3 ps laser pulses to heat cobalt and permalloy 
films, I demonstrate that the anomalous Nernst effect can image magnetization with 10-100 ps 
temporal resolution, sub-micron spatial resolution, and sensitivity to the in-plane moment of 
0.1°/√Hz. I then show how this sensitivity and resolution can be applied for phase-sensitive 
ferromagnetic resonance imaging in ultrathin YIG/Pt bilayers in which we observe spatial 
variation of the resonance field, amplitude, phase, and linewidth. To conclude, I present the 
development of a near-field scanning optical microscope to create nanoscale thermal gradients 
and achieve spatial resolution of magnetic textures below the diffraction limit. The advent of 
these far- and near-field magneto-thermal imaging techniques will enable the table-top 
measurement of nanoscale magnetization dynamics in thin film devices. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
When spins of unpaired electrons or orbitals in a material interact and there is a 
preferential orientation they are magnetic. This is, fundamentally, a quantum interaction that 
scales up to have macroscopic effects, for instance applying force at a distance. To anybody 
learning about magnets for the first time, these effects are at first puzzling and then useful, a 
pattern that has continued to the micrometer and nanometer scales. In nanoscale devices and 
thin-films, one of the fundamental questions is, what is the magnetization inside the material? 
This question has been answered in a variety of ways and the work in this dissertation has been 
centered around a new way of answering this question. Measuring the magnetization inside of a 
magnetic material is of fundamental importance because interactions within a magnetic material 
often present as changes in the magnetization. Furthermore, if you want to use magnetic 
materials for some application then the magnetization and its interaction with external forces 
determines the device behavior.  
In recent decades, magnetic materials have made the biggest impact in information 
storage. The discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in 1988  [1], which ultimately won a 
Nobel prize, laid the foundation of modern hard drives which have increased in density to the 
point where it is now possible to store over 2 terabytes per square inch  [2]. The nonvolatility, 
radiation hardness, efficiency of storage, and density have motivated research in alternative 
forms of magnetic information storage in which single bits are written and read electronically 
using spin-transfer torques. This has been developed into a solid state magnetic random access 
memory, MRAM, which has speed and energy efficiency advantages over purely charge-based 
RAM [3]. 
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Microwave circuit components are another area where magnetic materials currently play 
an important role and where there are active efforts to increase efficiency and decrease size using 
thin films. Magnetic circulators, isolators, and filters play an invaluable role in modern 
communication and sensing by making use of the gigahertz resonance of ferromagnetic garnets 
and the breaking of time-reversal symmetry [4]. Recently, it has been shown that by using spin 
torque, nanoscale microwave sources can be created and coupled together via spin waves  [5,6]. 
Using antiferromagnetic materials, it may even be possible to create THz frequency sources and 
components  [7,8], although this work is still in its early stages.  
As promising as the different applications are, to fully develop them we need to know 
and/or control the magnetic moment of the material. It is often insufficient to rely on bulk 
measurements because magnetization can vary on nanometer length scales. In these cases 
magnetic imaging is required. There are a fairly large number of magnetic imaging techniques, 
but broadly speaking, they can be classified by the magnetic interaction: measuring the stray 
field above a sample, measuring the response of electrons, and measuring a magneto-optical 
interaction.  
Measuring the stray field from the surface of the sample is the oldest method of imaging 
the orientation of the magnetization in a material starting with small magnetic particles that were 
used to see magnetic domains in iron. The current state of the art relies on a scanning probe 
geometry. The primary techniques are magnetic force microscopy, MFM [9], scanning 
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) microscopy [10], and scanning nitrogen 
vacancy (NV) center microscopy [11–13]. Magnetic resonance force microscopy, 
MRFM [14,15], is related to MFM but it deserves to be mentioned separately since it is the only 
scanning stray-field based system to measure magnetic dynamics. The lack of true time-domain 
3 
resolution is a chief drawback of most stray field measurement methods. Nevertheless, these 
techniques are some of the most sensitive, capable of detecting the spin of a single electron [16].  
The second broad category of magnetic microscopy techniques is based on measuring the 
interaction of electrons with a magnetized material. The most common of the electron-based 
magnetic microscopies is Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in which electrons 
passing through a film experience a Lorentz force due to the local magnetization bending their 
path to the detector. By measuring the deviation of the electron path on the detector the local in-
plane magnetization vectors can be reconstructed [17,18]. As an electron microscopy technique, 
Lorentz TEM has nanometer spatial resolution and has recently been shown to be capable of fs 
resolution in custom systems [19,20]. In Lorentz TEM, the high spatiotemporal resolution has 
the drawback of requiring careful sample preparation and has only a limited range of in-situ 
sample environments (temperature, field, etc.). Spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM) is the other dominate electron-based magnetic microscopy [21]. Unlike Lorentz TEM in 
which electrons pass through a sample, spin-polarized STM measures the tunneling of electrons 
into the surface of a sample. If the electrons tunneling from the tip to the sample are spin-
polarized by means of a magnetic tip, the tunneling probability will depend of the magnetization 
of the sample. The atomic resolution of STM is maintained enabling spin-polarized STM to 
measure and control the moments of single atoms [22]. Although time-resolved spin-polarized 
STM has yet to be demonstrated, time-resolved unpolarized STM has been [23], suggesting that 
femtosecond, atomic resolution magnetic microscopy is possible in principle. The biggest 
disadvantage of spin-polarized STM is that it is so sensitive to the surface that many samples of 
interest are not measurable. In addition, insulating magnetic samples must be thin enough to 
tunnel through only a few atomic layers. The last electron-based microscopy worth mentioning is 
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scanning impedance microscopy or scanning microwave microscopy [24]. This is an inherently 
dynamical technique in which a microwave antenna is brought into the near-field of the sample 
and the absorption is measured. If there is ferromagnetic resonance of the sample under 
inspection the scattering parameters of the antenna are changed. The resolution of this technique 
is on the order of the antenna, typically tens of nanometers, and the range of frequencies can be 
tens of gigahertz.  
The last category of magnetic microscopy techniques is magneto-optical microscopy. The 
most common form of magneto-optical microscopy measures the change of polarization of light 
when it reflects of a surface, Kerr effect microscopy, or passes through it, Faraday effect 
microscopy. Since the first demonstration by Foyler and Fowly [25,26], Kerr and Faraday effect 
microscopy has become ubiquitous in studies of magnetism thanks to the advent of inexpensive, 
high quality light sources, optics, photodetectors, and cameras. Femtosecond pulsed lasers in 
particular have given magneto-optical techniques higher temporal resolution than the other 
magnetic microscopies, enabling study of ultrafast magnetic dynamics [27]. Unfortunately, the 
spatial resolution of magneto-optical microscopy is still restricted by the diffraction limit to have 
Abbe resolution of 
𝜆
2 𝑁𝐴
, where λ is the wavelength of the light and NA is the numerical aperture 
of the lens. By using x-rays the spatial resolution has been demonstrated down to 10-21 
nm [28,29]. X-ray imaging is typically accomplished either by using a zone plate to focus the x-
rays or by diffractive imaging techniques [30,31]. In addition to the higher resolution, x-rays can 
access the inner shell electrons so that imaging can be done with elemental selectivity.  
The focus of this dissertation is the development and application of a fourth class of 
magnetic imaging technique, time-resolved magneto-thermal magnetic microscopy. Magneto-
thermal microscopy uses the voltage generated by local, thermally driven flux of electrons or 
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magnons to image the magnetization in a thin film. It is distinguished from the other categories 
of magnetic microscopy by the role of non-equilibrium of thermodynamics plays in coupling 
heat flow to magnetization. As such, magneto-thermal microscopy falls in to the category of spin 
caloritronics and is the first application to come out this burgeoning field [32,33]. The work 
presented here advances the state of the art in magneto-thermal imaging by demonstrating the 
ability to measure magnetic metals and insulators with sub-optical diffraction limited spatial 
resolution and picosecond temporal resolution.   
This dissertation describes the development and application of a time-resolved, magneto-
thermal microscopy technique and is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of 
the background useful for implementing and interpreting time-resolved anomalous Nernst effect 
(TRANE) and time-resolved longitudinal spin Seebeck effect microscopy (TRLSSE). Chapter 3 
presents our demonstration of TRANE in Co and Ni20Fe80 (permalloy, Py) films which shows 
that the spatiotemporal resolution is determined by the thermal gradient. In Chapter 4, we show 
TRLSSE microscopy is capable of sub 100 ps temporal resolution in magnetic insulator, normal 
metal bilayers and apply it to the observation of spatially varying coherent magnetization 
dynamics in uniformly driven, epitaxial thin film yttrium iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12), platinum multi-
layers. A path toward truly nanoscale resolution with magneto-thermal effects is established in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Three different near-field heating, scanning probe geometries are tested 
in Chapter 5 and we find that sub-diffraction limited spatial resolution is possible. Chapter 6 
contains the experimental details of the development and operation of the scanning probe 
geometry.  
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CHAPTER 2 
SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND  
2.1 The anomalous Nernst effect 
The anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) is the generation of a transverse electric field when 
charges, driven by a thermal gradient, move through a material with broken time-reversal 
symmetry. In magnetic materials it can be described concisely by 𝐄 = −𝐍 𝜇𝑜𝐌 × 𝛁T. Here, E is 
the electric field, N is the Nernst coefficient, M is the magnetization, T is temperature, and µo, is 
the permeability of free space. Bolded letters represent vectors. It is useful to look more closely 
at the underlying physics of the ANE: how it relates to thermoelectric and thermomagnetic 
effects, its relation to the anomalous Hall effect (AHE), and how it is measured. 
The ANE is the Nernst effect where time-reversal symmetry is broken by a material 
instead of an external magnetic field. To describe this in more detail, we begin with a discussion 
of thermoelectric effects, then discuss them in terms of thermomagnetic effects in general, 
including the Nernst effect, and finally we conclude by relating the Nernst effect to the 
transverse conductivity via the Mott relation. The following discussion is based largely on 
refs  [34–36].  
For out-of-equilibrium, extensive subsystems (primed and unprimed) with parameters X’ 
and X we can define a general diving force, known as the affinity, ζ, by, 
𝜁𝑘 ≡ (
𝜕𝑆𝑜
𝜕𝑋𝑘
)
𝑋𝑘
𝑜
=
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑋𝑘
−
𝜕𝑆′
𝜕𝑋𝑘
′ = 𝑧𝑘 − 𝑧′𝑘 (2.1) 
Where S and S′ are the entropy of the two different subsystems, Sk+S′k=Sko, and Xk+X′k=Xko . 
Using the affinity, we can write the rate of entropy production in the continuous limit as,  
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𝑑𝑆
𝑑𝑡
= ∑∇ζk
𝑘
⋅ 𝐉k (2.2) 
where 𝐉𝐤 =
𝑑𝑋𝑘
𝑑𝑡
 is the flux vector. The flux is ultimately the thing of interest, if we assume a 
Markovian system and linear response we get  
𝐉k = ∑𝐿𝑗𝑘ζ𝑗
𝑗
  (2.3) 
where Ljk are the kinetic coefficients and functions of the instantaneous local intensive variables. 
Somewhat non-intuitively, this shows that the flux of a parameter does not just depend on its 
own affinity, but on the affinities of the other parameters as well. In addition, this gives us a 
framework to relate the different thermoelectric effects by their measurable coefficients, 
although writing out all of these relations is beyond the scope of this work. To deal with 
magnetic fields in this framework, we can apply Onsager reciprocity such that Ljk(H) = Lkj(-H)). 
This leads to transverse voltages which, for the case of the anomalous Nernst effect, allows us to 
relate thermomagnetic effects and thermoelectric conductivity to transport measurements. 
The Mott relation relates the Seebeck coefficient to the electrical conductivity. For the 
anomalous Hall conductivity, σxy, the anomalous Nernst coefficient is given by [37,38] 
𝑁 =
1
3
(
𝜋𝑘𝑏
𝑒
)
2
𝑒 𝑇
𝑑 (𝜎𝑥𝑦(𝐸))
𝜇
𝑑𝐸
 
(2.4) 
where kb is Boltzman’s constant, e is the electron charge, E is the electric field, and µ is the 
chemical potential. This relation may also be useful for developing materials with large 
anomalous Nernst coefficients [38]. While this thermodynamic understanding is helpful in 
getting a physical picture of what happens when a thermal gradient is applied across a sample, 
measurements are the only way to really know the Nernst coefficients.   
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Researchers measure the ANE using three different measurement geometries. The first 
geometry is a bulk measurement in which a constant temperature gradient is applied in one 
direction. Most commonly, this is done by clamping one end of the sample to a heater and 
another end to a heat sink and performing the measurement in vacuum. The key advantage of 
this technique is that the temperature gradient can be well-known because the whole sample can 
be assumed to be at a steady state. It is important to note that the analysis is made significantly 
more complicated if there is any thermal gradient between layered materials or if the substrate is 
conducting. 
The second measurement configuration uses on-chip heating wires [39,40]. The challenge 
in this case is to be able to quantify the actual thermal gradient across the sample. Different 
thermal conductivities between the substrate and film of interest, and the thermal resistance at 
interfaces must be taken into account [41]. To make the temperature estimate more accurate, 
sensing wires are fabricated on-chip and numerical calculations can be used to determine 
gradients. Substrate effects can be mitigated by using suspended nitride films measured in 
vacuum. The membranes are not very thermally conducting so most of the heat travels through 
the film in one dimension [42]. The process for fabricating these samples, and the substrate, 
limits sample geometry and materials. 
The third primary heating technique is laser heating [43], and it is the technique presented 
in this dissertation. In laser heating measurements, a pulsed or CW laser is focused onto a thin 
film that has been patterned into a channel or Hall bar. The voltage across the device is measured 
as a function of laser power. Although we focused on using the Nernst effect for microscopy, it 
is possible to determine the Nernst coefficient using laser heating as we show in Chapter 3 and as 
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was also done in Refs. [44–46]. The main challenge with this technique is accurately determining 
the heating from the laser, which results in large uncertainties.   
2.2 The longitudinal spin Seebeck effect 
The longitudinal spin Seebeck effect is the generation of angular momentum flux using a 
thermal gradient parallel to the direction of a thermal gradient. Named by analogy to the 
electrical Seebeck effect, the LSSE is the other magneto-thermal effect that we use for 
microscopy in this dissertation. The LSSE is distinct from the transverse spin Seebeck 
effect [47,48], and the spin-dependent Seebeck effect, in which charge carriers driven by spin 
current are spin polarized because they are in a magnetic material. Discussion and application of 
these effects is beyond the scope of this work. The longitudinal configuration is most convenient 
because the interpretation of the voltage signals is less complicated by complex thermal profiles 
at interfaces [41]. 
The LSSE was first observed in ferromagnetic insulators in 2010 [49], although previous 
claims of the transverse spin Seebeck effect likely also had a contribution. The existence of the 
effect was expected based on the same arguments that lead to the Seebeck effect, nevertheless, 
detection proved challenging because the it required detecting spin transport in ferromagnetic 
insulators. After the discovery of the spin Hall effect and its inverse [50–53], research in spin 
transport at ferromagnetic interfaces proceeded rapidly because there was finally a way to 
measure the angular momentum without the added complication of a metallic ferromagnet.  
A mathematical description of the LSSE is typically given either in terms of a three-
temperature model [41] or a magnon transport model [54,55]. The magnon model typically 
begins with a Bose-Einstein distribution of magnons. The magnons then diffuse in the presence 
of a thermal gradient. This model starts from a more fundamental assumption of a distribution of 
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spin-waves and provides a good starting point for extrapolating to other thermally driven spin 
transport and magnon-phonon effects. These include the antiferromagnetic spin Seebeck 
effect [56] and the magnon-phonon coupling [57]. The primary drawback of the model is that it 
does not offer much intuitive guidance to experimentalists. Thus, the three-temperature model is 
often an easier tool for numerical modeling and gaining intuition.  
In the three-temperature model, electrons, phonons, and magnons experience an effective 
temperature, T and have a heat capacity, c [58]. The different particles and quasi-particles at 
different temperatures can exchange energy with a characteristic relaxation time, τ. Thus, for 
magnons, the rate of the magnon temperature change can be described by Eq. (2.5). 
𝑑𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑛
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑛
𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑛 + 𝑐𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑛
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑛
 (2.5) 
The rate of heat transfer between magnons and electrons, and between phonons and electrons can 
be defined in the same manner. If observation of the LSSE relies on the transfer of energy from 
phonons to magnons, due to the lack of free electrons in the insulator, the relaxation becomes a 
bottle neck of ~ 200 ps. This has important implications for the work in this dissertation; if the 
LSSE only responds over time scales of hundreds of picoseconds, then it will not make a good 
stroboscopic probe of the magnetic state at gigahertz frequencies.  
 Before our measurements of YIG/Pt, there were several studies to try and understand the 
time-dependence of the LSSE. Optical heating has been the workhorse to study this question by 
virtue of its short heating times. In initial studies relied on MHz frequency modulation of CW 
laser heating with 50-50 duty cycles [59,60]. The most compressive study found that the LSSE 
response to laser heating had a frequency dependence and that thicker films has a lower cutoff 
frequency. They ultimately calculated that the magnon-phonon relaxation rate was ~100 ps in the 
30 nm thick films [59].  
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Pulsed laser heating, using femto, or picosecond pulse durations, provides enhanced 
temporal resolution and reveals that the time-dependence of the LSSE is not entirely described 
by a single relaxation constant. In the Myers group, they have used femtosecond pulses to heat 
YIG crystals microns away from a Pt wire that measured the LSSE. They concluded that the 
pulsed nature of the laser primarily raised the global temperature of the YIG and that long-
wavelength magnons best explained their findings [61]. Meanwhile, local measurements 
presented in Chapter 4, and time-resolved magneto-optical measurements done by the Cahill 
group [62] suggest that this interaction can be picoseconds, although it may be strictly at 
metal/insulator interfaces. All told, the different measurements suggest that thermally generated 
magnons can exist over a wide range of energies, the short wavelength magnons likely decay 
before they can propagate very far. Most importantly for this work however, thermal gradients 
can be generated and detected in picoseconds, enabling time-resolved measurements of 
magnetization.  
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CHAPTER 3 
TOWARDS A TABLE-TOP MICROSCOPE FOR NANOSCALE MAGNETIC IMAGING 
USING PICOSECOND THERMAL GRADIENTS [63] 
3.1 Chapter abstract 
Research advancement in magnetoelectronics is challenged by the lack of a table-top 
magnetic measurement technique with the simultaneous temporal and spatial resolution 
necessary for characterizing magnetization dynamics in devices of interest, such as magnetic 
memory and spin torque oscillators. Although magneto-optical microscopy provides superb 
temporal resolution, its spatial resolution is fundamentally limited by optical diffraction. To 
address this challenge, we study heat rather than light as a vehicle to stroboscopically transduce a 
local magnetic moment into an electrical signal while retaining picosecond temporal resolution. 
Using this concept, we demonstrate spatiotemporal magnetic microscopy using the time-resolved 
anomalous Nernst effect (TRANE). Experimentally and with supporting numerical calculations, 
we find that TRANE microscopy has temporal resolution below 30 ps and spatial resolution 
determined by the area of thermal excitation. Based on these findings, we suggest a route to 
exceed the limits imposed by far-field optical diffraction. 
3.2 Introduction 
Recent advances in magnetoelectronics have demonstrated the potential for spin-based 
technology, including magnetic random access memory [64,65], nanoscale microwave 
sources [66,67], and ultra-low power signal transfer [68]. Magnetic microscopy has played a 
fundamental role in these areas through the illumination of magnetic behavior such as domain 
wall motion [69,70],  magnetic switching [71], and spin wave propagation [72]. Advanced 
microscopy techniques capable of examining local magnetization dynamics at length and time 
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scales fundamental to spatiotemporal variations in magnetic systems [73] – typically 10-200 
nm [74–78] and 5 – 50 ps – would enable engineering advances and new scientific discoveries. 
Currently, magneto-optical measurements are the only table-top approach to 
stroboscopically measure spatially varying magnetic dynamics. Unfortunately, the spatial 
resolution available to optical measurements is limited by diffraction to approximately 
𝜆/(2 𝑁𝐴), where λ is the wavelength of light and 𝑁𝐴 is the effective numerical aperture of the 
focusing optics. Therefore, optical techniques, including the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr 
effect (TRMOKE), have a diffraction limited resolution of roughly 200 nm using blue light. One 
solution is to use radiation with a nanometer-scale wavelength, as in X-ray magnetic circular 
dichroism (XMCD) experiments, which provide spatial resolution down to 30 nm and time-
domain resolution of less than 100 ps [79].  Unfortunately, spatiotemporal XMCD requires 
synchrotron-based sources which limits its wide-spread use. 
 To circumvent the spatial limitation imposed by optical diffraction, we propose a new 
technique for magnetic spatiotemporal microscopy that uses the interaction between 
magnetization and heat, rather than light. Our method is based on the time-resolved anomalous 
Nernst effect (TRANE). The geometry for TRANE is depicted in Figure 3.1a.  The anomalous 
Nernst effect (ANE) is a magnetization-dependent, thermoelectric effect [80–82] in which a 
thermal gradient, transverse to the film’s magnetic moment generates an electric field, 
?⃑? 𝐀𝐍𝐄(x⃑ , t), given by [39] 
?⃑? 𝐀𝐍𝐄(?⃑? , t) = −𝑁 ?⃑⃑? 𝐓(?⃑? , t) × 𝜇𝑜?⃑⃑⃑? (?⃑? , t), (3.1) 
where 𝑁 is the anomalous Nernst coefficient, ?⃑⃑? 𝐓(?⃑? , t) is the thermal gradient, and ?⃑⃑⃑? (?⃑? , t) is the 
magnetic moment. Previous studies have demonstrated that by confining ?⃑⃑? 𝐓(?⃑? , t) to a micron-
scale region in a thin-film ferromagnetic metal, an anomalous Nernst voltage is generated that is 
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proportional to the local magnetic moment [43,83]. This has inspired proposals for applications 
that include microscopy and spectroscopy [32,43,83,84].  Up until this point, demonstrations and 
proposals have used thermal gradients that change slowly and heat a relatively large area of the 
sample under investigation. Here, we use a localized, pulsed thermal source with a short duty 
cycle from a focused laser to show EANE can be localized in both time and space to generate a 
TRANE signal. By synchronizing a magnetic excitation with thermal pulses, we use TRANE 
microscopy for stroboscopic measurement of magnetization dynamics. 
3.3 Magnetic measurement with pulsed thermal gradients 
Figure 3.1b shows a schematic of the measurement setup. We focus a pulsed laser to 
generate a short-lived, local temperature gradient for each optical pulse, thus creating a 
corresponding voltage pulse, VANE. A time-domain homodyne technique is used to convert the 
VANE pulses to a DC voltage, VTRANE, which is measured with a lock-in amplifier.  VTRANE is 
proportional to the stroboscopically sampled local magnetization as described in section 3.8.1. In 
this experiment, we used 792 nm optical pulses with a fluence of 2.3 mJ cm-2, which creates 
vertical thermal gradients of 3.3×108 K m-1, corresponding to a maximum temperature increase 
of 30 K (temperature measurement details in section 3.8.2).  The first structure we studied was a 
30 nm cobalt film patterned into a 18 µm wide cross-structure, shown in Figure 3.1b. Figure 1c 
shows a hysteresis curve of this sample measured using TRANE, which demonstrates the 
proportionality between the VTRANE we measure and the local magnetic moment. 
To test whether that the optically generated thermal gradients are short-lived, we perform 
a time-resolved measurement of the VANE pulses by electrically mixing them with 75 ps 
electrical reference pulses from a pulse generator (see Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.1d shows our 
measurement as a function of the delay between the reference pulses and the 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸 pulses. We 
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find that the resulting signal has a roughly 75 ps full-width at half maximum (FWHM).  These 
data can be understood as the temporal convolution of the VANE pulses with the reference 
electrical mixing pulses. Since the convolved signal width is similar to the reference pulse width, 
the VANE pulses must be shorter than 75 ps (details in section 3.8.5).  As we show with 
subsequent magnetic resonance experiments, thermal gradients produced in our microscope are 
actually much shorter-lived.  
We now discuss the signal sensitivity of TRANE microscopy, which is dependent on 
several factors, including the Nernst coefficient, the geometry, and the impedance. For the 18 µm 
cross structure, we calculate the magnetization angle sensitivity to be 0.73𝑜/√𝐻𝑧 (further 
information in section 3.8.6). Because of its picosecond duration, the TRANE signal is sensitive 
to the microwave impedance of the sample, with the strongest signal occurring when the sample 
impedance matches the 50 Ω impedance of the measurement circuit. In addition, the electrical 
TRANE signal scales as 𝑑2/𝑤 for a probe diameter, d, and a channel width, w [43].   Thus a 
TRANE signal collected with a nanoscale excitation source (<200 nm) could remain large, 
provided that w is also scaled down. For comparison, the signal scaling of magneto-optical 
microscopy is essentially independent of the device geometry above the optical diffraction limit 
of 𝑑 ∼ 𝜆/(2 𝑁𝐴) ∼ 200 nm for blue light.  
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Figure 3.1 The time resolved anomalous Nernst effect for magnetic measurement. a, Schematic 
diagram of the anomalous Nernst effect in our measurements b, Schematic of the experimental 
setup. 792 nm pulsed laser light is focused to a diffraction-limited spot on the magnetic film 
patterned on top of a thermally conductive, electrically insulating substrate. Bonding pads enable 
detection of the TRANE voltage proportional to the perpendicular magnetic moment. c, TRANE 
measurement of local hysteresis in the cobalt cross, normalized by the value at saturation, Ms. d, 
Signal from mixing the ANE voltage pulse with a 75 ps electrical reference pulse. We observe that 
the width of the initial peak in the mixed signal is 75 ps, indicating that the ANE pulse is < 75 ps. 
The other, broader features are electrical reflections due to the impedance mismatch of the device 
and the 50 Ω transmission line. 
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3.4 Spatial measurement with focused pulsed thermal gradients  
Next, we experimentally demonstrate that lateral thermal diffusion does not limit spatial 
resolution at the scale of a tightly focused laser by imaging the local magnetic moment of the 
cobalt cross. Scanning the laser across the sample, a map of the magnetization is created (shown 
in Figure 3.2a) in which, domain walls are visible where the projected moment is zero. For the 
cobalt films studied here, the domain walls are 150-200 nm wide [85], which is far below the 
440 nm Abbe resolution limit we calculate for our apparatus. We use this fact to evaluate the 
resolution of our TRANE microscope by fitting spatial line cuts (Figure 3.2b) across a magnetic 
domain wall with the convolution of a step function and a Gaussian function of width, 2δ. The fit 
yields δ =460 ± 90 nm (the fitting procedure is described in section 3.8.7). These results suggest 
that the main limitation to the spatial resolution is the size of the thermal gradient spot.  
To gain a deeper understanding of thermal diffusion in our magnetic thin film samples, 
we performed time-dependent, finite element simulations of the picosecond heating dynamics. 
Using numerical simulations, we show in Figure 3.2d (blue curve) that when the laser pulse is at 
its maximum, the vertical component of the thermal gradient does not spread laterally beyond the 
pulsed heat source. Interestingly, our simulations show this statement is true even for a 
hypothetical nanoscale thermal source (dashed red curve in Figure 3.2d).  
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Figure 3.2 Spatial resolution of magnetic imaging using a thermal gradient. a, Image of magnetic 
structure taken with TRANE. b & c, Line cuts of the image showing the TRANE signal in blue 
(normalized by the value at saturation, Ms) and the simultaneously measured reflected light in red. 
b, line cut from top to bottom. c, line cut from left to right we note that the reflected signal drops 
off at the edge of the cross while the TRANE signal goes to zero without edge artifacts. d, Finite 
element, time dependent simulation of the vertical component of the thermal gradient at peak 
applied power along the x-axis as a function of distance from the spot center. The blue line 
corresponds to a heat source with a diameter equal to the experimental spot size with Abbe 
resolution of 440 nm. The dashed, red temperature profile corresponds to a hypothesized, 
nanothermal generation spot diameter of 50 nm, corresponding to a potential source from (for 
instance) a scanning probe with an Abbe resolution of 25 nm. The inset shows the x-z profile of 
the temperature at the center of the optical pulse. We note that, because of radial symmetry, the 
radial (in-plane) gradient gives no signal. 
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3.5 Stroboscopic measurement of magnetic dynamics 
We study TRANE’s temporal resolution by stroboscopically measuring ferromagnetic 
resonance (FMR) in Ni20Fe80 (permalloy) wires using the apparatus depicted in Figure 3.3a.  To 
excite magnetization dynamics, a microwave frequency current is passed through an on-chip 
copper wire to generate an out-of-plane AC magnetic field in the permalloy. The wire axis of the 
sample is aligned parallel to the applied static magnetic field and the contacts are placed so as to 
measure the 𝑀𝑦 component of the magnetization (perpendicular to both the wire axis and the 
excitation field). To measure VTRANE for FMR measurements we use an additional step of lock-in 
detection to reference the signal to both the optical chopping frequency and to a small amplitude 
field modulation along the direction of the static magnetic field. The dual referenced lock-in 
detection allows us to reject the contribution from AC currents induced by microwave driving.   
In this scheme, the precessing 𝑀𝑦(𝑡) is stroboscopically transduced by the short thermal 
pulse. By choosing a microwave drive frequency, 𝜔, commensurate with the laser repetition rate, 
we create a constant relationship between the arrival of laser pulses and the phase of the 
excitation field. Starting from equation (1), the anomalous Nernst voltage generated at the 
sample’s electrical pick-ups is 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸(𝑡) = −𝛽 𝑁 ∇𝑇𝑧(𝑡)𝑀𝒚(𝑡). Because the magnetization 
precesses at frequency 𝜔, it has a constant phase,  𝜙, with respect to the laser repetition rate. 
Therefore, the expression simplifies to 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸(𝑡) ≈ −𝛽 ∇𝑇z(𝑡) 𝑚y,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙) where 𝛽 is a 
proportionality constant and 𝑚𝑦,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐 is the precessional amplitude along y. The phase is 
determined by the relative delay between the laser pulses with respect to the AC magnetic 
excitation and defines which segment of the precessional cycle is probed.  The final signal we 
measure after the amplifiers and mixer is described by an integral over the laser pulse period, 𝑇, 
such that 
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𝑉𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸 ∝ 𝑚𝑦,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐 ∫ ∇𝑇𝑧(t) cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙)
𝑇
0
𝑑𝑡. (3.2) 
Thus, the magnetic moment is interrogated only when the temperature gradient, 𝛻𝑇𝑧(𝑡), is non-
zero. In our case, numerical simulations (see Figure 3.3b) suggest that 𝛻𝑇𝑧(𝑡) is non-zero for 
approximately 10 ps. We note that if ∇𝑇𝑍(𝑡) persists over a duration comparable to a half period 
of the precession, 𝜋/𝜔, then VTRANE will integrate to nearly zero.  Below we will use this fact to 
put an upper bound on the time duration of ∇𝑇𝑍(𝑡) by measuring FMR at increasing frequencies.   
A complete discussion of the stroboscopic time resolution of TRANE microscopy is given in the 
section 3.8.1.  
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Figure 3.3 Measurement of magnetic dynamics using TRANE. a, Schematic of the experimental 
setup used to measure FMR in permalloy wires. The 2 µm wide permalloy wire (blue) is stimulated 
by a 2 µm copper wire 1 µm away from the permalloy wire. The contacts used to measure the 
TRANE signal were separated by 3 µm. b, Time dependent numerical simulation of the thermal 
gradient. c, FMR spectra measured using a 5 GHz excitation field and probed at two different 
phases in the precessional cycle. d, Plot of the resonant frequencies as a function of the resonant 
field determined by fitting. The solid line is a fit to the Kittel equation. An FMR spectrum 
measured at 16.4 GHz is shown in the inset. For all the FMR spectra, the points show the data after 
smoothing over 3 neighboring points. The lines are a fit to the linear combination of symmetric 
and anti-symmetric Lorentzians after accounting for the modulation frequency. 
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In Figure 3.3c we plot the stroboscopic TRANE measurement as a function of magnetic 
field and see an FMR peak corresponding to a maximum oscillation angle.  The magnetization is 
excited by a 5.00 GHz stimulation to a maximum angle of 0.07o at 176 Oe.  The measurement 
sensitivity is 0.093𝑜/√𝐻𝑧, which is improved from the cobalt cross sample chiefly because of 
the reduced sample width that increases the ratio 𝑑2/𝑤. Figure 3.3c shows two different phases 
of the same FMR frequency controlled by electrically shifting the time delay between the 
microwave magnetic field drive and the laser probe by 50 ps. The corresponding shift of the 
lineshape results from measuring the magnetic moment at a different part of the precessional 
cycle, testifying that the short-lived thermal gradient is a time-domain probe.   
The FMR data are analyzed by fitting to linear combinations of symmetric and anti-
symmetric Lorentzian functions modified to account for the magnetic field modulation (see 
section 3.8.8). From the fits, we extract a phase difference between the two of 64o ± 24o. The 
discrepancy from our expectation of a 90° shift might be due to phase drift between the 
excitation and the measurement on laboratory time scales, or because our model accounts only 
for a single, uniform FMR mode.  Close inspection of the two data sets in Figure 3.3c reveals 
additional features that are anti-correlated between measurement phases.  This suggests more 
complicated magnetic behavior than we model, including the existence of additional magnetic 
modes that may influence the accuracy of the phase we extract from fitting.  Although full 
imaging and analysis of these modes is a capability of TRANE microscopy, their detailed study 
is beyond this scope of the present demonstration.   
As we increase the frequency of the magnetic excitation, we find that (as expected) the 
FMR resonance field is well described by the Kittel equation, 
𝛾
2 𝜋
√(𝐻 + 𝑁𝑧 𝑀𝑠)(𝐻 + 𝑁𝑦 𝑀𝑠), as 
shown in Figure 3.3d, where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and H is the applied field. Here, we use 
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demagnetizing factors Ny = 0.015, and Nz = 0.985, which are determined separately with 
measurements of the hard axis magnetic saturation. From these fits we find an effective magnetic 
moment 4πMs = 840 emu/cm3 and a Gilbert damping parameter, α = 0.009 ± 0.001. The damping 
in this sample is consistent with separate FMR measurements that we made by electrically 
monitoring the DC rectification voltage.  These results are also in excellent agreement with 
literature values for permalloy [86,87]. The consistency among our various measurements and 
prior reports supports the idea that the local, transient heating of the sample during measurement 
does not significantly alter its dynamical properties as probed by TRANE microscopy.   
As mentioned above, The FMR data shown in Figure 3.3d allow us to refine the upper 
bound of the thermal gradient lifetime. From Eq. (3.2) we see that for 𝑉𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸  to stroboscopically 
measure periodic motion, the thermal gradient decay time must be shorter than one-half the 
period of magnetic precession, otherwise the signal would average to nearly zero. In the 
experiment, (inset to Figure 3.3d) we observe strong FMR spectra up to 16.4 GHz (period of 60 
ps), which is the highest frequency that we can produce with our microwave electronics. 
Therefore, we conclude that the thermal gradient must decay in less than 30 ps. This is supported 
by our time-dependent finite element modeling (Figure 3.3b) which shows the thermal gradient 
pulse has a full width at half-maximum of 10 ps for these samples.  
3.6 Discussion 
Although the thermal spot size used in this demonstration is limited by optical diffraction, 
TRANE microscopy is a viable strategy for high spatiotemporal resolution. The ANE interaction 
time and the electron thermal carrier wavelength are both short in comparison to the scales of 
magnetic dynamics and the spatial variation of magnetization. Because thermal gradients are not 
fundamentally limited by optical diffraction, microscopy based on magneto-thermal interactions 
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has no fundamental barrier to decreasing the spatial resolution. Therefore, the spatiotemporal 
resolution of TRANE microscopy is predominantly limited by the generation and evolution of 
the localized thermal gradient. The thermal gradient diameter – and therefore the minimum 
resolvable feature – could be reduced below the far-field optical diffraction limit by scanning a 
light-confining plasmon antenna.  Confined local heating using this approach has been 
previously demonstrated in the context of heat-assisted magnetic recording [88,89]. 
The above results demonstrate that for the thin film samples studied here, TRANE 
microscopy has temporal resolution below 30 ps and spatial resolution at the limit of focused 
light. Introducing this time-domain capability enables the use of TRANE for phase sensitive 
dynamical microscopy in cases of uniform ferromagnetic excitation as examined here, but it 
could also be used to image local relaxation dynamics in a pump-probe experiment. Applying 
these capabilities in a table-top imaging platform with potential for nanoscale spatial resolution 
could enable unprecedented access to time-resolved magnetization dynamics in support of the 
burgeoning field of high-speed magnetoelectronics. 
3.7 Experimental methods 
3.7.1 Sample preparation 
For measurements of spatial resolution, 30 nm thick cobalt films were deposited by 
electron beam evaporation onto sapphire substrates. Photolithography and ion milling was used 
to pattern the films into square crosses as pictured in Figure 3.2a. For the spatial map of 
magnetization presented, the cross arms were 18 µm wide. Electrical contact was made by wire 
bonding to evaporated copper contacts.  
The samples used for ferromagnetic resonance measurements were 30 nm thick Ni20Fe80 
(permalloy) films deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at a base pressure below 10-7 Torr. The 
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films were patterned with e-beam lithography and ion milled into wires 2 µm wide and 950 µm 
long. Evaporated copper contacts 1 µm wide were fabricated to contact the permalloy wire with 
a range of separations to enable a DC impedance match close to 50 Ω. The contacts chosen for 
the measurement were 3 µm apart and had a DC resistance of 74 Ω. The wire we used as a 
microwave antenna to excite magnetization dynamics was fabricated in a lift-off process to be 2 
µm wide, 50 µm long, and 102 nm thick.  It was positioned 1 µm away from the permalloy wire 
and had a DC resistance of 48 Ω.  
3.7.2 Thermal gradient generation 
Local thermal gradients were generated by focusing light from a Titanium:Sapphire laser 
(Coherent MIRA 900 dual)  tuned to 794 nm with 3 ps pulses and a fluence at the sample of 2.3 
mJ/cm2. The repetition rate was controlled with an electro-optic modulator/pulse picker. We used 
a repetition rate of 76 MHz for measurements of the spatial imaging and 25.3 MHz for the 
ferromagnetic resonance measurements. An optical chopper was used to modulate the optical 
pulse train at 9.7 kHz. To scan the beam, we used a 4-F optical path in combination with a voice-
coil controlled fast-steering mirror. The light was focused into a diffraction-limited spot using a 
0.90 numerical aperture air objective. The entire apparatus is on a 5 by 10 foot optical table. 
To determine the temperature change induced by the laser pulses we measured the 
temperature increase using electrical measurements in conjunction with numerical simulations. 
The full temperature measurement analysis is presented in section 3.8.2.  
3.7.3 Detection 
To detect the VANE pulses during TRANE measurement of the magnetic moment, we 
connect the sample voltage contact to a microwave transmission line through a coplanar 
waveguide soldered to a type-K connector [90].  The signal is passed through a low-pass filter 
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with a 4 GHz break frequency to attenuate GHz frequency artifacts from inductive electrical 
coupling between the copper antenna and permalloy wire. After the filter, the signal is amplified 
by 40 dB with a 0.1-1 GHz bandwidth. The amplified pulse train is sent to the RF port of an 
electrical mixer, where it is mixed with a 1.5 ns pulse train from a pulse/pattern generator that is 
referenced to the laser repetition rate. When the two pulse trains temporally overlap on the 
mixer, a voltage modulated by the optical chopper (and, for FMR, the field modulation) is passed 
to a low-frequency preamplifier before being sent to a lock-in amplifier.  
To determine the amplitude of VANE pulses prior to amplification and electrical mixing, 
we calibrated the transfer function of the VANE measurement circuit by measuring the signal 
produced by electrically generated reference pulses and systematically varying their widths. We 
find that our detection circuit transfer coefficient is 0.47 ± 0.04 for a 10 ps signal pulse (see 
section 3.8.9).  Using this calibration, we measure that the anomalous Nernst coefficient in 
permalloy is 3.7 ± 0.4×10-6 
V
T K
, which is consistent with previous reports [39,43,46] accounting 
for differences in the coefficient that arise due to variations in resistivity and thickness between 
samples [91].  
3.7.4 2D imaging 
Imaging the static magnetic moment is performed by measuring the VTRANE along a 
channel perpendicular to the applied magnetic field so that the maximum signal was obtained 
during saturation of the magnetic moment. The multi-domain state was prepared by saturating 
the cross with a 130 Oe field and decreasing the field to 32 Oe. For the data in Figure 3.2a, we 
used a 250 nm step and a lock-in time constant of 500 ms.   
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3.7.5 FMR excitation 
FMR was excited in the samples using a microwave signal produced by an arbitrary 
waveform generator (AWG) with a clock referenced to the laser repetition rate. This clock is 
multiplied up within the AWG to a sampling rate of 19.98 GS/s derived from the 25.3 MHz laser 
pulse repetition rate. The waveforms from the AWG can be delayed in steps of 50 ps with 
respect to the laser pulses without re-triggering, allowing resonant behavior of different phases to 
be observed. For excitation frequencies above 5.7 GHz, the output frequency of the AWG was 
doubled or quadrupled with electrical frequency multipliers to achieve frequencies up to 16.4 
GHz. This excitation signal was then amplified to a power between 13-20 dBm and coupled to 
the copper stimulation wire. 
3.7.6 TRANE detection of FMR 
Ferromagnetic resonance was detected by using a second lock in with dual demodulation. 
In this technique, two modulation sources at different frequencies are used. The signal is 
extracted by first demodulating the input referenced to the optical chopper. The resulting signal 
is then sent to a second demodulator (time constant of 1 s) that is referenced to a 5-10 Hz 
modulation of the magnetic field.  
3.8 Supporting theory and measurements 
3.8.1 Independence between TRANE temporal resolution and circuit bandwidth.  
This section shows how the temporal resolution of TRANE is only dependent on the 
lifetime of the thermal gradient, not on the bandwidth of the collection circuit. We discuss how 
the mixer is used to detect the pulsed signal and give relevant details pertaining to circuit 
bandwidth. An ideal frequency mixer outputs the voltage multiplication between two input ports. 
Here, we label one input the sample voltage and the second input as the reference or local 
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oscillator. If we set the local oscillator to a fixed frequency sine wave, then the mixer acts as a 
homodyne detector at the local oscillator frequency, producing a DC component at the output 
when the input is the same frequency as the local oscillator. Similarly, the mixer can be used to 
detect a pulse train. In this case, instead of a sine wave for the local oscillator, we use a reference 
pulse train with controllable duty cycle and relative delay. 
To show the mixer output from a pulse train reference, we express the voltage 
multiplication in terms of a Fourier series expansion. Here, we define our Fourier expansion as 
 𝑉(𝑡) = ∑𝑐𝑛𝑒
𝑖 2𝜋𝑘𝑡/𝑇
𝑘
, (3.3) 
where T is the period and 𝑐𝑛 are the Fourier coefficients defined as 
 𝑐𝑛 =
1
𝑇
∫ 𝑑𝑡 𝑉(𝑡)𝑒−𝑖 2𝜋𝑘𝑡/𝑇
𝑇/2
−𝑇/2
. (3.4) 
By applying the Fourier series expansion, the DC component of the mixer output is 
 𝑉𝑚 =
1
𝑉0
∑ 𝑐𝑘
𝑠𝑐−𝑘
𝑟
𝐾
𝑘=−𝐾
, (3.5) 
where 𝑐𝑘
𝑠 and 𝑐−𝑘
𝑟  are the Fourier components of the sample voltage and reference voltage 
respectively. We have a multiplicative factor V0 which accounts for the amplifier circuit gain and 
total insertion loss. K = fmax/f0 is the cutoff factor set by the bandwidth of the electrical 
components, fmax, with f0 as the laser repetition rate. We can see from Eq. (3.5) that we can 
maximize the output signal by setting the reference to have the same Fourier components as the 
pulsed signal. As expected, with a pulse train as the input signal, it is best to mix with a pulse 
train as a reference.  
The bandwidth of the collection circuit does not affect the temporal resolution of 
TRANE. To show this, without loss of generality, we assume the temperature gradient is 
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constant at the laser spot and 0 everywhere else. With this assumption, the time dependent ANE 
voltage VANE from the resistor model is given by 
 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸(𝑡) =
𝜋𝑟2
𝑤
(𝑁 𝑀𝑠)∇𝑇𝑧(𝑡)𝑚𝑦(𝑡). 
(3.6) 
Where N is the Nernst coefficient, w is the voltage channel width, r is the thermal gradient lateral 
radius, and Ms is the magnetic saturation. This is for measurement of the y-axis component of the 
magnetic moment, my with a perpendicular-to-the-plane thermal gradient, ∇𝑇𝑧. Applying this 
equation to Eq. (3.5), the measured voltage from the collection circuit can be expressed as 
 𝑉𝑚(𝑡) =
1
𝑉0
(
𝜋𝑟2
𝑤
) (𝑁 𝑀𝑠) ∑ 𝑐−𝑘
𝑟 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
𝑇/2
−𝑇/2
𝐾
𝑘=−𝐾
(𝑒𝑖
2𝜋𝑘𝑡
𝑇 ) ∇𝑇𝑧(𝑡)𝑚𝑦(𝑡). (3.7) 
The temperature gradient is non-zero only for a short time 𝑡𝐴𝑁𝐸 (𝑡𝐴𝑁𝐸  ≈ 10 ps according to 
numerical simulations). Using the fact that 𝑡𝐴𝑁𝐸 ≪ 1/𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥, which is true for the 1 GHz 
bandwidth circuit components, we can approximate the measured signal as 
 𝑉𝑚(𝑡) ≈ [
1
𝑉0
(
𝜋𝑟2
𝑤
) (𝑁 𝑀𝑠) ( ∑ 𝑐−𝑘
𝑟
𝐾
𝑘=−𝐾
)]∫ 𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝐴𝑁𝐸
0
∇𝑇𝑧(𝑡)𝑚𝑦(𝑡). (3.8) 
This shows that TRANE measures the magnetic moment over the time period of 𝑡𝐴𝑁𝐸. Therefore, 
the time resolution of TRANE is determined by the lifetime of the temperature gradient and it is 
not limited by the frequency bandwidth of the collection circuit. 
3.8.2 Determination of laser induced temperature change 
The finite element modeling of the thermal gradient evolution used for determining the 
temperature and thermal decay times was performed using the COMSOL Multiphysics Heat 
Transfer Module. We consider a single temperature diffusive model in which the laser is treated 
only as a heat source, rather than considering different the phonon and electrons temperatures. 
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This is justified by the fact that the optically excited electrons are thermalized on time scales 
comparable to the laser pulse width of 3 ps [92].  
The spatiotemporal evolution of the thermal gradient in our system is calculated 
numerically with the Fourier diffusion equation using the material parameters given in Table 1. 
The heat source 𝑄(?⃗?, 𝑡), is given by,  
 𝑄(?⃗?, 𝑡) =
𝑄𝑜
2 𝜋 𝛿𝑥 𝛿𝑦 𝑑
 𝑒
−
𝑥2
2𝛿𝑥
2 
−
𝑦2
2𝛿𝑦
2  𝑒−
𝑧
𝑑 𝑒
−
𝑡2
2𝜏2     (3.9) 
where, δx and δy are the Gaussian widths in the x and y direction of the laser spot (440 nm), d is 
the skin depth (12nm), Qo is the incident peak power of a single pulse (2.19 W), and τ is the 
pulse Gaussian temporal width of the 3 ps pulse.  
 
Table 1 Material parameters used for simulation 
Material Thermal Conductivity (W/m K) Specific Heat (J/g K) Density (g/cm3) 
Sapphire [93] 30.3 0.764 3.98 
Permalloy 46.4 [94] 0.43 [95] 8.7 [96] 
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Figure 3.4 Simulated spatial and temporal temperature profiles. a, Spatial profile of the heat 
source, 𝑄(?⃗?, 𝑡), for the 440 nm spot size. b-c, Temperature profiles across an axial slice of the 
thermal source of the 440 nm Gaussian width. The dashed line indicates the interface between the 
permalloy wire and the sapphire. b, is the temperature at the peak of the pulse and c, is the 
temperature 982 ps after the peak. d, Time dependence of the laser induced temperature increase 
for 440 nm resolution thermal spot. The dashed line shows the temporal profile of the heat source 
in arbitrary y – axis for reference.   
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The results of the simulations yield spatiotemporal profiles of the temperature and 
thermal gradient shown in Figure 3.4. To apply the simulation for quantitative analysis we need a 
sample specific scaling factor determined experimentally (See sections 3.8.2-3.8.3).  
3.8.3 Experimental measurement of resistance increase 
When the laser induces a temperature increase to create the TRANE signal, it also creates 
an increase in the local resistance. If there is electrical current in the sample, the resistance 
change creates an additional voltage contribution that is independent of the sample 
magnetization. In this section, we use the signal from the local resistance change to measure the 
temperature profile of the sample due to heating from the laser. We determine the local resistance 
change by measuring the signal dependence on an applied DC electrical current. The DC current 
is applied to the sample by introducing a bias-tee into the circuit as shown in Figure 3.5. To show 
the relationship between the resistance change and the measured voltage, we begin with the 
sample voltage, which is given by 
 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸(𝑡) + 𝐼(𝑡) 𝑅(𝑡), (3.10) 
where VANE is the voltage from the anomlaous Nernst effect and I(t) R(t) is the Ohmic voltage. 
For the current scenario, we set a constant applied current, while the resistance and VANE vary in 
time. From section 3.8.1, we find the voltage at the mixer output is given by 
 𝑉𝑚 =
1
𝑉0
∑ 𝑐−𝑘
𝑟 [𝑐𝑛
𝐴𝑁𝐸 + ∫ 𝑑𝑡 𝐼𝐷𝐶𝑅(𝑡)𝑒
−
𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑡
𝑇
𝑇
2
−
𝑇
2
]
𝐾
𝑘=−𝐾
. (3.11) 
By chopping laser power, the lock-in voltage from the mixer signal is given by 
 𝑉𝐿𝐼 =
1
𝑉0
∑ 𝑐−𝑘
𝑟 [𝑐𝑛
𝐴𝑁𝐸 + 𝐼𝐷𝐶  𝑐𝑘
Δ𝑅],
𝐾
𝑘=−𝐾
 (3.12) 
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where 𝑐𝑛
Δ𝑅 = ∫ 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
Δ𝑅(𝑡)𝑒−𝑖 (2𝜋𝑘)𝑡/𝑇 is Fourier series component of the change in the resistance, 
∆R, from room temperature. We show the results of these measurements in Figure 3.5b, which 
displays the expected linear relationship between the collection signal and the applied DC 
current. We repeat the measurements at various laser powers and plot the slope as a function of 
laser power in Figure 3.5c. These measurements were performed in the presence of a large 
saturating magnetic field, so that we can neglect current induced magnetization effects that may 
change the anomalous Nernst signal. Therefore, by relating the resistance change to a 
temperature increase, we can quantitatively determine the heating induced by the laser. 
It is non-trivial to directly convert this data into a measure of resistance due to the non-
linearity of the circuit components. Instead, we compare this data to numerical simulations and 
calculations. We numerically simulate the temperature profile to calculate its corresponding 
resistance change and the resulting collection signal. Due to the unknown absorption coefficient 
of the sample, there is an uncertainty in the absolute value of the temperature change. Therefore, 
there will be an overall factor which is determined by comparing the simulation results with the 
measured collection signal. By comparing the slopes of the calculated and measured signals as a 
function of DC current, we obtain the total temperature change and the temperature gradient. 
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Figure 3.5 Measurement of temperature dependent resistance. a, Circuit setup to measure the 
temperature induced resistance change. b, The collection signal as a function of the applied DC 
current to measure the resistance change due to heating from the laser pulse. c, The slope of the 
collection signal versus applied DC current for various laser powers. 
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3.8.4 Temperature dependence of resistivity 
We measure the temperature dependence of resistivity to map the simulated temperature 
profile to a total resistance change. We consider the linear response regime of the resistivity 
dependence on temperature, such that 
 𝜌(𝑇) = 𝜌0[1 + 𝛼(𝑇 − 𝑇0)] =  𝜌0[1 + 𝛼Δ𝑇], (3.13) 
where ρ0 is the resistivity at the base temperature T0, which we set as room temperature at 293 K, 
and α is the temperature coefficient of resistivity. To determine the temperature coefficient of 
resistivity, we measure the 4-point resistance as a function of temperature with a physical 
property measurement system (PPMS), with the results shown in Figure 3.6. With the 4-point 
resistance measurement, we remove contributions due to contact resistance, therefore the 
resistivity is related to the resistance by 𝜌 =
𝑅𝐴
𝐿
, where A is the cross-sectional area and L is the 
length between the measurement probes. By fitting the data in Figure 3.6, we find the 
temperature coefficient of resistance in the 30 nm permalloy to be α = 0.0025 Ω/K. 
 
Figure 3.6 Temperature dependent resistivity with the PPMS, we measure the temperature 
dependence of the resistance of a 30 nm thick permalloy sample. 
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We calculate the total time-varying resistance induced from laser heating by mapping the 
numerically simulated temperature profile to a resistivity profile using the measured resistivity 
versus temperature. The total resistance of the sample in terms of the spatially dependent 
resistivity is given by 
 𝑅(𝑡) = [∫ 𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑧 [∫ 𝑑𝑥 𝜌(𝑇(?⃗?, 𝑡))]
−1
]
−1
,   (3.14) 
where 𝜌(𝑇(?⃗?, 𝑡)) is the temperature dependent resistivity. Applying the linear temperature 
dependence of the resistivity gives 
 𝑅(𝑡) = [∫ 𝑑𝑦 𝑑𝑧 [∫ 𝑑𝑥 𝜌0(1 + 𝛼Δ𝑇(?⃗?, 𝑡))]
−1
]
−1
. (3.15) 
From the measurements of the resistivity temperature dependence, it is safe to assume 1. 
Therefore, we find the total resistance change by performing a series expansion and taking the 
first order term to be 
 Δ𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑅0 ∫
𝑑?⃗?
𝑉
𝛼Δ𝑇(?⃗?, 𝑡)
𝑉
. (3.16) 
This shows that the total resistance change is proportional to the mean temperature change 
through the length of the wire. Figure 3.7 shows the calculated total resistance change as a 
function of time for the simulated temporal profile from Figure 3.4b.  
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Figure 3.7 Calculated laser induced resistance change and VANE signal. a, The total resistance 
change calculated from the numerically simulated temperature change from heating due to the 
laser. b, The temporal response of the anomalous Nernst voltage. These calculations correspond 
to a Gaussian laser pulse with its peak at 15 ps. 
We note from Figure 3.7 that the decay lifetime for resistance change is much larger than 
the pulsed anomalous Nernst voltage. This is because the anomalous Nernst voltage is dependent 
on the vertical component of the temperature gradient while the resistance change is dependent 
on the overall mean temperature. Therefore, lateral thermal diffusion from the heat source into 
other regions of the ferromagnet will reduce the vertical thermal gradient, causing the decay in 
the anomalous Nernst voltage. Conversely, lateral thermal diffusion has less influence on the 
overall mean temperature, and thus the total resistance changes more slowly.  
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We determine the temperature profile by scaling the simulated temperature profile in 
Figure 3.4 to match the measured signal slope in Figure 3.6. This matching is done by taking into 
account the bandwidth and the collection circuit transfer coefficient as described in section 3.8.9. 
For the typical laser fluence used of 2.3 mJ/cm2, we determine a dimensionless scaling factor of 
0.4. Physically, this scaling factor accounts for the unknown optical absorption coefficient. Using 
this factor we calculate a resulting maximum temperature increase of 30 K and a corresponding 
maximum gradient of 3.3×108 K/m. This is ~100 times greater that the value of ~1×106 K/m 
quoted in reference 21 of the main text for a CW laser [43]. This highlights the distinction 
between pulsed and CW laser measurements. We show the maximum temperature increase for 
various laser fluences in Figure 3.8. The linearity of temperature increase as a function of laser 
fluence suggests that the heating from the laser is in the linear response regime.  
 
Figure 3.8 Laser induced temperature change. The measured maximum temperature change due 
to heating from the laser as a function of the laser fluence. 
By comparing the measured hard-axis TRANE hysteresis with the resistor model, we 
measure an anomalous Nernst coefficient of 3.7 ± 0.4 × 10−6 V/K T. This value has the same 
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order of magnitude as reported in the literature [39,83]. There is no consensus value because the 
anomalous Hall coefficient for permalloy, which is related to the anomalous Nernst effect 
through the Seebeck coefficient, is highly dependent on the thickness and resistivity [91]. This 
suggests that TRANE is a viable technique to measure the anomalous Nernst coefficient in 
materials without specialized thermal measurement apparatus. The error bars for this 
measurement include errors from the experimental error in the transfer coefficient and the timing 
of the mixing pulse. It has ignored the uncertainty of values used in the numerical simulation, 
which include the laser pulse temporal profile and the material parameters. These errors would 
change the overall scaling factor used to predict the temperature and anomalous Nernst 
coefficients, but it does not influence the technique to measure possible variations within the 
sample. 
3.8.5 Temporal convolution using an electrical mixer 
For TRANE microscopy to be a truly stroboscopic, time-domain method, the voltage 
induced by the thermal gradient has to decay faster than the probed dynamical behavior because 
the thermal gradient lifetime defines the interaction time between the magnetization and the 
probe. Direct measurement of the 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸 voltage pulse using an oscilloscope is difficult due to the 
short temporal duration (ps scale) and the small voltage amplitude (nV scale).  As an alternative, 
we measure the convolution between the 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸 pulse and a reference electrical pulse of known 
width. In this scheme, we amplify the pulse with two 10 kHz-15 GHz, 15 dB amplifiers 
(Picosecond Pulse Labs model 5867) and use a high-speed (.5-18 GHz) electrical mixer (Remec 
model MM94PG-40) to multiply the pulse, 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸, with an electrical mixing pulse, 𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒. When 
the relative delay between the pulses, 𝜏, is systematically varied, we measure the temporal 
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convolution of the two pulses, ∫ 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸(𝑡)𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒(𝜏 − 𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
, where T is the laser pulse repetition 
period. The width of resulting mixed-down signal as a function of 𝜏 is most strongly determined 
but the width of the longest pulse entering the mixer. This measurement is depicted 
schematically in Figure 3.9. 
  
Figure 3.9 Schematic Depiction of Temporal Convolution Using an Electrical Mixer. A depiction 
of the idealized temporal convolution measurement using a .5-18 GHz mixer. For two pulses of 
different widths, the resulting measurement has a pulse full-width-at-half-maximum that is equal 
to the width of the longest pulse. 
We note that when used for TRANE measurements, the delay 𝜏 is fixed and the pulse 
𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸 is multiplied by a pulse from a pulse pattern generator (pulse width ~1.5 ns) after 
amplification by two 0.1-1 GHz bandwidth 20 dB gain amplifiers (Mini-Circuits model ZFL-
1000LN+). This form of homodyne detection is used to convert the short-lived TRANE pulse 
into a low-frequency signal that can be measured by the lock-in. Lower frequency detection 
circuitry does not reduce the temporal resolution (see section 3.8.1) and allows us to filter 
gigahertz frequency noise induced in the magnetic channel by the AC driving field. Additionally, 
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using a wider 𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒 decreases the measurement’s sensitivity to variations in the delay between 
the 𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸 and 𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒.  
3.8.6 Sensitivity  
 
Figure 3.10 Comparison of hysteresis measurement sensitivity. In this graph we plot TRANE – 
measured hysteresis loops for two different cross sizes. We observe that the sensitivity is 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
 4.6𝑜/√𝐻𝑧 for the 52 µm cross and 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.73
𝑜/√𝐻𝑧 for the 18 µm wide cross.  
The sensitivity is calculated using the field-dependent magnetization measurements 
shown in Figure 3.1c and Figure 3.10. This measurement is done in the transverse geometry – 
the saturated moment is perpendicular to the voltage pick-ups – so that (𝑉𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸
𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑉𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) 
corresponds to a 180o rotation. The standard deviation of points at saturation is taken as the 
detected voltage uncertainty, δTRANE. As a longer sampling time will reduce the value of δTRANE 
regardless of the sample, it is desirable to have a sensitivity figure of merit independent of the 
sampling time. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio must be scaled to account for the measurement 
rate, in the case of a lock-in measurement this is the time constant. This yields an equation for 
the minimum detectable angle, 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛, with respect to the angle of highest sensitivity, 𝜃𝑜 = 90
𝑜, 
measurable with the TRANE technique. 
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 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝛿𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸
𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑜)(𝑉𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸
𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑉𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐸
𝑚𝑖𝑛 )/2
√𝑇𝐶 (3.17) 
3.8.7 Fitting lateral resolution 
We measure the value for the lateral resolution by taking vertical line cuts of the 2D scan 
across a portion of the domain wall (Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.11a). The 4 µm region of the 
domain wall used for fitting is shown boxed in Figure 3.11a. This region was chosen because it 
was the portion of the image with the clearest step function behavior. Fits of the line scans where 
done using a least means squared method to find the Gaussian width, amplitude, and center of a 
function derived by convolution of a Gaussian with a –1 to 1 step function. The results of the 
individual fits are shown in Figure 3.11b. The mean of the fits is 460 nm with a standard 
deviation of 90 nm, the standard deviation is used as the uncertainty as it was larger than the 
uncertainty of the individual fits.  
 
Figure 3.11 Region and results of spatial fitting. a, Spatial map of the static magnetic moment 
showing the region used for the lateral resolution measurement. b, One-half the Gaussian-width of 
the pulse that was convolved with the unit step determined by fitting. The x-axis is the horizontal 
coordinate of the line cut used and the dashed line indicates the mean.  
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3.8.8 Modification of the resonant line-shapes due to field modulation 
To measure the FMR of the permalloy wires we detect the projected magnetic moment 
perpendicular to the wire. The magnetic moment of the wire precesses about the externally 
applied magnetic field when driven by a microwave field generated in a microwave antenna 
patterned parallel to the magnetic wire. The FMR precession angle of a ferromagnet in the linear 
response regime can be modeled as a driven damped oscillator. The projection amplitude of this 
motion is the linear combination of even and odd Lorentzian functions. 
 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜑)
(𝐻 − 𝐻𝑟)/𝜗
1 + (𝐻 − 𝐻𝑟)2/𝜗2
 +  𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜑)
1
1 + (𝐻 − 𝐻𝑟)2/𝜗2
 (3.18) 
When measuring magnetic dynamics with TRANE, a time-varying magnetic field is 
applied across the ferromagnet. This induces an electrical current in the ferromagnetic wire, 
which creates a large background voltage across the wire which is removed with a lowpass filter.  
In addition to the magnetic signal due to FMR, we also detect an induced electrical 
response from coupling between the microwave antenna and the magnetic channel that is 
detected because of the temperature induced resistance change. However, since the resistance 
change contribution is independent of magnetization, we are able to remove it by using a 
cascaded lock-in technique. We detect the signal by using two lock in amplifiers connected in 
series, the first demodulation was referenced to a square modulated 9.7 kHz signal from an 
optical chopper and the second demodulation was referenced to a 14 Oe sinusoidal field 
modulated at 10 Hz (5 Hz for FMR frequencies above 10 GHz). The TRANE signal detected by 
the second lock-in can be modeled by   
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𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜑)∫
𝐻 + 𝐻𝑚𝑜𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜔 𝑡) − 𝐻𝑟
𝜗
1 +
(𝐻 + 𝐻𝑚𝑜𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜔 𝑡) − 𝐻𝑟)2
𝜗2
∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜔 𝑡)𝑑𝑡  
+  𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜑)∫
1
1 +
(𝐻 + 𝐻𝑚𝑜𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜔 𝑡) − 𝐻𝑟)2
𝜗2
∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜔 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. 
(3.19) 
The resulting analytical equation is then used to fit the resonance data obtained with 
TRANE to quantify the values of the linewidth, amplitude, phase, and center frequency. We note 
that the modification to the Lorentzian shape does not add free parameters to the fitting function 
because the modulation amplitude is a known value.  The modulation does impact the 
uncertainty and it reduces the overall signal amplitude, but at the benefit of increased angular 
sensitivity. 
 
Figure 3.12 Modification of lorentzian functions. The blue curve in each plot shows the modeled, 
normalized Lorentzian response function for the projected amplitude of the FMR precession for a 
resonant field, Hr = 180 Oe and line-width of 80 Oe. The dashed, red curves show the 
corresponding signal line shape as detected by the lock-in when using a modulation amplitude of 
20 Oe. 
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3.8.9 Collection circuit transfer coefficient 
To determine the transfer coefficient of the collection circuit depicted in Figure 3.1b and 
Figure 3.1a, we measure the collection voltage from a calibration pulse. Numerical simulations 
indicate that ∇𝑇𝑍 has a width of 10 ps which for our magnetic system translates into a VANE pulse 
that also has a width of 10 ps. With the electronics available, we cannot create a 10 ps pulse to 
directly measure the transfer coefficient. Instead, we extrapolate it through measuring the gain of 
square pulses of wider widths. Figure 3.13 shows the total gain in the collection circuit as a 
function of the square pulse width and the fit with our model. 
We use equation Eq. (3.5) to model the gain where V0 is the free parameter to fit the 
model. The pulse pattern generator signal into the mixer is treated as a periodic triangular 
function such that 
 𝑉𝑃𝑃𝐺(𝑡) = ∑𝑉𝑃𝑃𝐺
0  𝑇𝑟𝑖 (
𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇
𝛿
)
𝑛
, (3.20) 
where 𝑉𝑃𝑃𝐺
0  is the peak voltage, δ is the rise and fall time, f0 = 1/T is the laser repetition rate and 
𝑇𝑟𝑖 is a triangular function given by 
 𝑇𝑟𝑖(𝑥) =  {
1 − |𝑥|, 𝑖𝑓 |𝑥| < 1
0,                  𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 
. (3.21) 
For all measurements, we set the pulse pattern generator to have a peak voltage of 800 mV and a 
rise and fall time of 800 ps. We can express this in terms of a Fourier series as 
 𝑉𝑃𝑃𝐺(𝑡) =  ∑𝑉𝑃𝑃𝐺
0 (𝛿𝑓0) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐
2(𝜋𝑓0𝑘𝛿)𝑒
𝑖2𝜋𝑓0𝑘𝑡
𝑘
. (3.22) 
Similarly, we can express the calibrating square pulse train generated by the AWG as 
 𝑉𝑠𝑞(𝑡) = ∑𝑉𝑠𝑞
0  𝑆𝑞 (
𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇
𝜏
) 
𝑛
, (3.23) 
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where 𝑉𝑠𝑞
0  is the peak voltage, τ is the square wave width and 𝑆𝑞 is a square pulse function given 
by 
 𝑇𝑟𝑖(𝑥) =  {
1, 𝑖𝑓 |𝑥| < 1/2
0, 𝑖𝑓 |𝑥| > 1/2
. (3.24) 
The square pulse train can be expressed in terms of the Fourier series as 
 𝑉𝑠𝑞(𝑡) =  ∑𝑉𝑠𝑞
0 (𝑓0𝜏) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜋𝑓0𝑘𝜏)𝑒0
𝑖2𝜋𝑓0𝑘𝑡
𝑘
. (3.25) 
The square pulse voltage is measured with a sampling oscilloscope to be 2.22 mV and the pulse 
width is varied from 300 ps to 3 ns. 
With the two input signals, the DC component of the mixer output voltage is 
 𝑉𝑚
𝐷𝐶 =
𝑉𝑠𝑞
0𝑉𝑃𝑃𝐺
0
𝑉0
(𝑓0
2𝜏𝛿) ∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜋𝑓0𝑘𝜏)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐
2(𝜋𝑓0𝑘𝛿)
𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘=−𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥
. (3.26) 
The bandwidth of the amplifiers and mixer set the maximum frequency of the sum to K = f0/fmax 
where fmax is the maximum frequency bandwidth. For the measurements, the collection circuit 
bandwidth is limited to a maximum of fmax = 1 GHz and the laser repetition rate is f0 = 25.3 MHz. 
By fitting equation Eq. (3.26) to the calibration measurement with V0 as the only free parameter, 
we obtain a best fit of V0 = 0.41 ± 0.04 mV. 
It is desirable to describe the total measured voltage in terms of the peak anomlaous 
Nernst voltage in terms of a collection circuit transfer coefficient. We define the transfer 
coefficient γ as 
 𝑉𝑚
𝐷𝐶 = 𝛾 𝑀𝑎𝑥[𝑉𝐴𝑁𝐸(𝑡)]. (3.27) 
We can determine γ by using the numerically simulated anomalous Nernst voltage in section 
3.8.3 and applying it to calibration fit. Using the voltage multiplier coefficient from the fit in 
Figure 3.13, our model estimates a transfer coefficient of 0.47 ± 0.04 for the numerically 
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simulated pulse of approximately 10 ps in width. This is the value for the circuit shown as an 
inset in Figure 3.13. We note that the transfer coefficient will change for different collection 
circuit components and mixing pulse durations.  
 
Figure 3.13 Collection circuit gain. We plot the dependence of the collection circuit gain on the 
temporal width of a calibrating square pulse. The model used to fit the data estimates a transfer 
coefficient of 0.47 ± 0.04 for a 10 ps TRANE pulse. The amps are two Mini-Circuits ZFL-
1000LN+ in series the mixer is a Mini-circuits ZAD-1-1+.  
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CHAPTER 4 
IMAGING MAGNETIZATION STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS IN ULTRATHIN 
Y3Fe5O12/Pt BILAYERS WITH HIGH SENSITIVITY USING THE TIME-RESOLVED 
LONGITUDINAL SPIN SEEBECK EFFECT [97] 
4.1 Chapter abstract 
We demonstrate an instrument for time-resolved magnetic imaging that is highly sensitive to the 
in-plane magnetization state and dynamics of thin-film bilayers of yttrium iron garnet 
(Y3Fe5O12,YIG)/Pt: the time-resolved longitudinal spin Seebeck (TRLSSE) effect microscope.  
We detect the local, in-plane magnetic orientation within the YIG by focusing a picosecond laser 
to generate thermally-driven spin current from the YIG into the Pt by the spin Seebeck effect, 
and then use the inverse spin Hall effect in the Pt to transduce this spin current to an output 
voltage. To establish the time resolution of TRLSSE, we show that pulsed optical heating of 
patterned YIG (20 nm)/Pt(6 nm)/Ru (2 nm) wires generates a magnetization-dependent voltage 
pulse of less than 100 ps. We demonstrate TRLSSE microscopy to image both static magnetic 
structure and gigahertz-frequency magnetic resonance dynamics with sub-micron spatial 
resolution and a sensitivity to magnetic orientation below 0.3 deg/√𝐻𝑧  in ultrathin YIG.  
4.2 Introduction 
Ultrathin bilayers of the magnetic insulator YIG interfaced with a heavy, non-magnetic 
metal (NM) such at Pt are being intensely studied for the development of high-efficiency 
magnetic memory and logic devices operated by spin-orbit torque [98,99], for magnon 
generation and propagation [100–102], and as a model system for understanding spin-current 
generation by the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect (LSSE) and spin pumping [33,103–105].  For 
all of these research areas, it would be useful to have a high-sensitivity and local probe of 
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magnetization dynamics in the YIG layer, especially for the ultrathin films required in many 
devices.  This has proven challenging, and although magneto-optical techniques such as 
Brillouin light scattering and the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) have proven 
valuable [57,100,106–109], they have not enabled direct time-resolved imaging of magnetic 
precession or direct imaging of in-plane magnetization of ultra-thin YIG films (20 nm and 
below).  An alternative approach that enables in-plane imaging of YIG/Pt bilayer devices was 
demonstrated by Weiler et al. [43].  In that work, the authors use laser heating to image the in-
plane magnetic structure of YIG, but not its dynamics.  Here we extend the approach into the 
time domain to perform high sensitivity imaging of the in-plane magnetic orientation 
(< 0.3°/√𝐻𝑧) with sub-micron spatial resolution and sub-100 ps temporal resolution. Using 
TRLSSE microscopy we can observe, for example, that the resonance field in ultra-thin YIG 
films can vary by up to 30 Oe within micron-scale regions of a YIG/Pt device.  Our results 
demonstrate that TRLSSE microscopy is a powerful tool to characterize static and dynamic 
magnetic properties in ultrathin YIG. 
The principle behind the TRLSSE microscope, shown schematically in Figure 4.1,  is the 
generation and detection of a thermally generated local spin current [68]. For the case of YIG/Pt, 
a local thermal gradient perpendicular to the film plane is generated by laser heating of Pt. The 
gradient creates a thermally-induced spin current that is proportional to the local 
magnetization [54,55,58]. The spin current that flows into the Pt is detected with the 
ISHE [49,110] in which spin-orbit coupling leads to a spin-dependent transverse electric field. 
For this work, the resulting voltage can be described as [54,58] 
 𝑉𝐿𝑆𝑆𝐸 ∝ − 𝜉𝑆𝐻 𝑆
𝐌(𝒙,𝑡)
𝑀𝑠
× 𝛁𝐓(𝒙, 𝑡), where, 𝜉𝑆𝐻 is the spin Hall efficiency, S is the spin-Seebeck 
coefficient, M is the local magnetization, Ms is the saturation magnetization and 𝛁𝐓 is the 
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thermal gradient.  The LSSE has been attributed to both thermal gradients across the thickness of 
YIG and to interfacial temperature differences between YIG and Pt [54,55,58,111,112]. Our 
experiment cannot definitively distinguish between these two mechanisms. Thus, here we 
discuss only 𝛁𝐓 as single quantity for simplicity and for consistency with our prior work using 
the anomalous Nernst effect, however, this question requires further study. VLSSE is a read-out of 
the local magnetization my because the electric field is generated in response to the spatially local 
z-component of the thermal gradient, ∇𝑇𝑧 (coordinates as defined in Figure 4.1) [43,83].   
To extend LSSE imaging into the time-domain, we use picosecond laser heating to 
stroboscopically sample magnetization. We have previously shown [63], in metallic 
ferromagnets, that picosecond heating can be used for stroboscopic magnetic microscopy using 
the time-resolved anomalous Nernst effect (TRANE). In TRANE microscopy, the temporal 
resolution is set by the excitation and decay of a thermal gradient within a single material that 
both absorbs the heat from the laser pulse and produces a TRANE voltage from internal spin-
orbit interactions [113,114]. In the LSSE however, the timescale of spin current generation can 
depend on both the timescale of the thermal gradient and the timescale of energy transfer 
between the phonons and magnons. Recent experiments indicate that in the qausi-static regime 
the magnon-phonon relaxation rate may play a dominant role [59–61,115]. Using picosecond 
heating and time-resolved electrical detection to move beyond the quasi-static regime, we show a 
TRLSSE in agreement with a recent all-optical experiment [111].  
The samples were grown by the Yang group at The Ohio State University using off-axis 
sputtering onto (110)-oriented gadollinum gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12, GGG), [116–118] 
followed by ex situ. deposition of 6 nm of Pt with a 2 nm Ru capping layer. Photolithography 
and ion milling were used to pattern wires and contacts for wirebonding. We present 
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measurements of a 2 µm × 10 µm wire and a 4 µm × 10 µm wire with DC resistances of 296 Ω 
and 111 Ω respectively. In this room temperature study, we neglect the potential anomalous 
Nernst effect of interfacial Pt with induced magnetization [119,120], and we neglect a possible 
photo-spin voltaic effect [121], neither of which can be distinguished from TRLSSE in presented 
measurements. 
4.3 Experimental methods 
Our TRLSSE measurement consists of pulsed laser heating and homodyne electrical 
detection as shown in Figure 4.2a. We use a Ti:Sapphire laser pulse to locally heat the sample 
with 3 ps pulses of 780 nm light at a repetition rate of 25.5 MHz. The electrical signal produced 
at the sample is the sum of the LSSE dependent voltage, 𝑉𝐿𝑆𝑆𝐸(∇𝑇𝑧 ,𝐌), and a voltage, 𝑉𝐽(Δ𝑇, 𝐽), 
which is generated when a current density J is passing through the local region of Pt with 
increased resistance due to laser heating [122]. To reject noise and recover the signal of the 
resulting electrical pulses, we use a time-domain homodyne technique in which we mix the VLSSE 
+ VJ pulse train with a synchronized reference pulse train, Vmix, in a broadband (0.1-12 GHz) 
electrical mixer.  The mixer output is the convolution of the two pulse trains given by [122]  
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝒙, 𝜏) = 𝛫 ∫ (𝑉𝐿𝑆𝑆𝐸(𝛻𝑇𝑧(𝒙, 𝑡),𝐌(𝒙, 𝑡)) + 𝑉𝐽(𝛥𝑇(𝒙, 𝑡), 𝐽(𝒙, 𝑡)) 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑥(𝜏 − 𝑡)𝑑𝑡
Γ
0
, (1) 
where x(x,y) is the laser spot position in the sample plane, Γ is the period of the laser pulses, 𝛫 is 
the transfer coefficient, and 𝜏 is the relative delay. A relative delay of zero corresponds to the 
maximum of both pulse trains arriving at the mixer simultaneously. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of our TRLSSE measurement. A 780 nm, 3 ps pulsed laser, focused to a 
0.606 µm diameter spot, is used to heat a YIG (20 nm)/Pt(6 nm)/Ru(2 nm) film. The heating from 
the laser creates a temperature gradient, ∇𝑇𝑧. The pulsed heating drives a pulsed magnon flux, Js, 
from the YIG into the Pt where it is transduced into a pulsed voltage via the ISHE. 
We study the timescale of the LSSE signal generated by a picosecond pulse by measuring 
Vsig as a function of mixer delay 𝜏. Figure 4.2b shows the result of this measurement using a 100 
ps mixing pulse reference, Vmix, at a saturating magnetic field, H, perpendicular to the wire at H = 
+414 Oe and – 414 Oe, respectively. In Figure 4.2c we plot the difference between these two 
voltage traces to reject non-magnetic contributions.  We find that the full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM) is 100 ± 10 ps, which is followed by electrical oscillations that we attribute to non-
idealities in the detection circuit (see section 4.5 for further discussion.)  Because the duration of 
the magnetic component of Vsig is experimentally indistinguishable from the FWHM of Vmix, we 
conclude that 100 ps is an experimental upper bound for the TRLSSE signal duration. 
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Figure 4.2 Time resolved longitudinal spin Seebeck effect. (a) Schematic of the LSSE detection 
circuit used for time-resolved voltage measurements.  (b) Time-domain measurement of the LSSE 
generated voltage in the 2 µm wide wire. The time-varying LSSE signal is measured by electrically 
mixing the pulsed laser generated voltage with a 100 ps voltage pulse from the AWG. Comparing 
measurements of the YIG at +414 Oe (filled blue circles) and –414 Oe (open orange circles) shows 
that the signal depends on the orientation of the magnetic moment. Here d.c. level noise and has 
been removed. The data was acquired with a lock-in time constant of 500 ms and integration time 
of 2 s per point. (c) The solid blue circles show the difference between the two curves in (b), The 
orange line is a model, normalized by the data amplitude, of the signal determined by numerically 
convolving the calculated thermal gradient with the measured mixing pulse. (d) Difference signal 
of the temperature dependent voltage VJ measured using +/– 0.5 mA and a 600 ps mixing pulse. 
In (b-d) we report the voltage as detected at the lock-in after passing through the r.f. mixer, not the 
LSSE signal at the sample itself. 
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4.4 TRLSSE results 
To calibrate the local change in the Pt temperature, ΔTPt, due to picosecond heating and 
to quantify the rate of thermal relaxation, we measure VJ in the presence of a DC current, which 
uses the local Pt resistivity as an ultra-fast thermometer. Figure 4.2d shows VJ as a function of 
mixer delay, VJ(τ) = Vsig(τ, J = 4.2 MA/cm2) – Vsig(τ, J = -4.2 MA/cm2), for applied currents of  
± 0.5 mA.  VJ (τ) is proportional to ΔTpt through VJ, but it is not proportional to either the 
magnetic state of the sample or ∇𝑇𝑧. We observe that VJ relaxes to zero faster than the laser 
repetition period, indicating that the sample thermally recovers between pulses. To quantitatively 
consider the spatiotemporal thermal evolution, we performed a time-domain finite element 
(TDFE) calculation of focused laser heating in the wire. Additional details are available in 
section 4.5.3, and Ref. [63] for a lengthier discussion of the procedure.  The comparison of the 
spatiotemporal profile of the calculation and the known temperature dependence of resistivity 
enable us to calibrate the spatiotemporal temperature rise due to laser heating.  We find that the 
peak film temperature changes by ~50 K in the platinum and ~ 10 K in the YIG for a laser 
fluence of 5.8 mJ/cm2, which is the maximum for the presented measurements. Note that we 
assume all laser heating is mediated by optical absorption in Pt because YIG and GGG are 
transparent at 780 nm [123,124]. The TDFE calculation reveals that, in agreement with 
experiment, ∇𝑇𝑧 across the YIG thickness decays more quickly than the full thermal relaxation of 
the Pt back to the ambient temperature (e.g. ΔTpt = 0). This difference in timescales between ∇𝑇𝑧 
and ΔTpt is important because the magnetic signal in our experiment is sensitive to only ∇𝑇𝑧(𝑡), 
not ΔTpt (t) of the Pt. 
The sub-100 ps spin current lifetime in our experiment is short enough that the TRLSSE 
is useful for stroboscopic measurements of resonant YIG magnetization dynamics. To confirm 
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this idea, we use TRLSSE microscopy to measure ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) by driving a 
gigahertz-frequency a.c. current into the Pt, which generates magnetic torques on YIG from both 
the Oersted magnetic field and from spin currents generated by the spin Hall effect [125–127]. 
The current is generated with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) that is phase-locked to the 
laser repetition rate and coupled to the YIG/Pt device through a circulator (see schematic in 
Figure 4.3a). Synchronizing the a.c. current and the laser repetition rate ensures a constant but 
controllable phase between the precessing magnetization and the sensing heat pulse for a given 
driving frequency and magnetic field. In our FMR measurements, we fix 𝜏 = 0 and align the wire 
axis parallel to the external magnetic field. In this configuration, the TRLSSE signal is 
stroboscopically sensitive to the magnetic projection my at a particular phase of the magnetic 
precession about the x-axis. In addition to VLSSE, Vsig contains a contribution from VJ that is 
proportional to the local a.c. current amplitude and phase [122].  We separate the magnetic VLSSE 
from the non-magnetic VJ by measuring Vsig with a lock-in amplifier referenced to a 383 Hz, 
7.6 Oe RMS modulation of the external magnetic field. Figure 4.3b shows LSSE FMR spectra as 
a function of field excited using a 1.2 ± 0.3 mA and 1.4 ± 0.4 mA a.c. current at 4.1 GHz and 
4.9 GHz respectively. In the limit that the modulation magnetic field is small compared to the 
FMR linewidth, we can interpret the resulting signal Vmod as a derivative signal that contains a 
linear combination of the real and imaginary parts of the dynamic susceptibility, 𝜒, 
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝐻) ∝
𝑑𝜒′
𝑑𝐻
𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜃) +
𝑑𝜒′′
𝑑𝐻
𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜃). This relation is used to fit the FMR spectra to extract the 
amplitude, phase, linewidth, and resonant field. For more details on fitting see refs [63,122].  To 
demonstrate that the TRLSSE microscope is a phase-sensitive stroboscope, we rotated the phase 
of the microwave current by 180° and re-measure FMR.  As expected, inverting the phase of the 
drive inverts the phase of the FMR lineshape (Figure 4.3c). 
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Figure 4.3 Stroboscopic detection of ferromagnetic resonance. a) Schematic of measurement 
circuit for detection of magnetization dynamics in the 2 µm wide wire. b) TRLSSE detected FMR 
for 4.1 GHz (blue, closed circles) and 4.9 GHz (orange, open circles) excitation. The solid lines 
are a fit to the data using a modified Lorentzian. c) Demonstration of stroboscopic FMR detection 
in which we measure the response of the YIG driven at phases that differ by 180 degrees. The data 
was acquired with a lock-in time constant of 1s and integration time of 5 s per point. 
Next, we quantify the sensitivity of TRLSSE microscopy for our ultra-thin YIG/Pt 
samples. Figure 4.4 shows representative LSSE measurements of the YIG magnetization versus 
magnetic field perpendicular to the wire at several optical powers. In this geometry, the positive 
and negative saturation values of VLSSE quantify the full range of magnetization, +M to –M. Then, 
using the standard deviation of the noise in the LSSE voltage, 𝜎𝐿𝑆𝑆𝐸, we can quantify the angular 
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sensitivity noise floor assuming small angle magnetic deviations from the wire axis, such as for 
stroboscopic FMR measurements. The sensitivity is calculated using [63] 
𝜃min =
𝜎LSSE
sin(𝜃o)(𝑉LSSE
max−𝑉LSSE
min )/2
√𝑇𝐶 where TC is the lock-in time constant. We find a sensitivity of 
0.3 deg/√Hz for an optical power of 0.6 mW, corresponding to a laser fluence of 5.8 mJ/cm2. It is 
important to note that the sensitivity is sample dependent through both sample geometry and the 
impedance match with the detection circuit [63].  
 
Figure 4.4 Measurement of YIG magnetization with LSSE measuring VLSSE versus external 
magnetic field for different laser powers and wire widths. For these curves, a DC background was 
subtracted. The inset shows the wire geometry. We define the signal size to be one-half of the 
difference in voltage when the magnetization is saturated in opposing directions. The data was 
acquired with a lock-in time constant of 500 ms and integration time of 2 s per point. 
The interface quality of the sample plays a key role in determining the sensitivity. As spin 
current diffuses into the platinum, it is subject to loss at the interface. A good indication of 
interfacial spin transparency is the spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) [128,129], which is 
sensitive to the spin mixing conductance at the interface. For the data presented here, the devices 
show a SMR of 0.063%, which is the largest value by a factor of 2 from the other devices we 
patterned. This is consistent with a number of recent SMR reports [128–132], and we expect the 
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high SMR value indicates strong spin transparency at the YIG/Pt interface. We also studied 
YIG/Pt samples with no measurable SMR which we expect to have a significantly reduced LSSE 
induced ISHE voltage.  We found that the LSSE signal in these devices is approximately an 
order of magnitude lower for the same laser fluence. Additional details are in section 4.5.4.   
Having placed upper bounds on the time resolution and quantified the sensitivity, next we 
demonstrate the application of TRLSSE microscopy for imaging of static magnetization. We 
acquire images by scanning the laser focus and making a point-by-point measurement of the 
TRLSSE voltage and reflected light.  Figure 4.5a and b show a reflected light image and 
saturated LSSE image, respectively, for a 4 μm wide YIG/Pt device.  In the reflection image, we 
see the structure of the wire and the contact pads at both ends. We acquired the TRLSSE image 
at H = – 405 Oe and shifted the background level for clarity of the color scale.  No other image 
processing was performed. We observe a uniform magnetization state of the YIG/Pt device, as 
expected from the previously presented magnetic hysteresis measurements (Figure 4.4). When 
we reduce the field to near zero (H = 4 Oe) and re-image the wire (Figure 4.5c), magnetic texture 
is revealed that indicates non-uniform canting of the device magnetization. To more clearly show 
the variation in contrast between images, we plot line cuts of Figure 4.5a-c in Figure 4.5d. 
Despite the inhomogeneous remanence that is evident in Figure 4.5c, we were not able to 
observe domains with oppositely aligned magnetization; possibly because once a reversal 
domain is nucleated, the domain wall propagates without strong pinning.  
Without a 180o domain wall the spatial resolution of TRLSSE cannot be directly 
evaluated. Nevertheless, we use the reflected light image and TDFE simulations to study the 
possibility that lateral thermal spreading degrades the resolution. To approximate the lateral 
point spread function of the laser, we fit a scan of the wire step edge to a Gaussian point spread 
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function. This yields a spot FWHM of 0.606 μm. Calculations of the heating indicate that the 
thermal gradient does not spread laterally in the Pt, thus we expect that the resolution of the 
TRLSSE is the same as the diffraction-limited optical resolution in this experiment.  
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Figure 4.5 Images of the 4 µm  wide YIG/Pt wire. (a) Reflected light image of the YIG/Pt wire 
measured with a photodiode at the same time as the LSSE voltage. (b) Background subtracted 
LSSE voltage at saturated magnetization and (c) remnant magnetization at 4 Oe after saturation. 
(d) Line cuts of the 2D scans. The normalized reflection signal is shown with black squares, blue 
circles represent the saturated magnetization, and the orange triangles represent the 
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magnetization of the remnant state. Note, that in the line cuts the low field line cut is normalized 
with respect to the saturation magnetization. The right side of the figure represents the raw 
images of the 4 μm wire at different fields around the resonance: (e) 896 Oe. (f) 1007 Oe, (g) 
1025 Oe. Images (e-g) share the same color scale. Line cuts of the images are shown in (h) black 
squares, blue circles, and orange triangles correspond to the boxed regions of (e), (f), and (g) 
respectively. For (e-g) the data was acquired with a lock-in time constant of 200 ms and an 
integration time of 2 s. 
We now demonstrate that TRLSSE microscopy has the sensitivity to image dynamic 
magnetization in the 4 μm YIG/Pt device, which provides quantitative and spatially localized 
information about dynamical properties of ultrathin YIG materials.  As described above, for 
FMR characterization we orient the external magnetic field parallel to the wire axis and drive a 
1.2 ± 0.1 mA, 4.9 GHz current into the wire. We image dynamical magnetization at a series of 
magnetic fields near the resonance field, from H = 896 Oe to 1105 Oe, and plot a selection of the 
unprocessed images in Figure 4.5e-g. The data show that at H far from resonance (Figure 4.5e) 
where precession amplitudes are tiny, the TRLSSE signal at the center of the wire is well below 
the detection noise floor. There is a small, current-induced, non-magnetic signal artifact at the 
edges of the wire which we discuss further in section 4.5.6. For H near the resonant field, Hres, 
the device has a strong, position-dependent TRLSSE response. To quantitatively analyze the 
data, images are corrected for background offset and sample drift before fitting a resonance field 
curve for each pixel.  We plot a selection of curves from individual pixels in Figure 4.6a. We 
then construct a spatial map of each fitting parameter: Hres, relative phase, 𝜙, amplitude, A, and 
linewidth, ΔH, and offset, all of which are shown in Figure 4.6b-f. We immediately notice spatial 
variation in these images that is qualitatively similar to the non-uniform magnetic remanence 
texture shown in Figure 4.5c.  Together, these measurements confirm the presence of varying 
local magnetic anisotropy and quantify both static and dynamic magnetic properties in each 
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region.  The ability to quantitatively relate the spatial variation of static and dynamic properties 
in ultrathin YIG/Pt devices is a unique capability of our microscope.  
 
Figure 4.6 Spatial maps of FMR fitting parameters for the 4 µm wide wire. (a) Traces are the pixel 
values of three points on the sample as a function of magnetic field. b-f) Spatial maps of the FMR 
fitting parameters made by fitting of the FMR curves at each pixel in the sequence of images 
measured with LSSE. Before fitting, we correct for image-to-image offset and use a 3x3 pixel 
moving average to smooth the data. (b) Resonance field, the symbols mark the pixels 
corresponding to the FMR spectra shown in (a).  (c) Resonance amplitude, (d) resonance phase, 
(e) resonance linewidth (f) offset used in the fit. 
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated sensitive and high-resolution TRLSSE microscopy 
of ultrathin YIG/Pt devices that we expect will prove useful for developing spintronic 
applications.  Using picosecond heating, we demonstrate that TRLSSE microscopy is a sub-100 
picosecond probe of ultra-thin YIG/Pt device magnetization, both for static magnetic 
configurations and for dynamical measurements at gigahertz frequencies.  We have demonstrated 
an angular sensitivity of 0.3°/√𝐻𝑧, making it one of the most sensitive experimental probes of 
ultra-thin YIG magnetic orientation. 
4.5 Supporting data and experimental details 
4.5.1 Optical path 
 
Figure 4.7 Schematic of TRLSSE microscope. 
To heat the YIG/Pt bilayers, we use a Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to 780 nm and pulse 
durations of 3 ps at 76.5 MHz. An electro-optic modulator referenced to the laser pulses is used 
to reduce the repetition rate to 25.5 MHz, which allows time for thermal recovery. Next, a 
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photoelastic modulator and a polarizer are used to modulate the optical amplitude at 100 kHz for 
lock-in detection. The resulting vertically polarized light is focused on the sample with a 0.9 NA 
objective. A fast-steering mirror with a 4-f lens pair is used to scan the laser focus across the 
sample. The light reflected from the sample is detected with a photodiode bridge. 
4.5.2 Model of TRLSSE temporal convolution 
We develop a model of the detection circuit to clarify the impact of circuit bandwidth and 
electrical artifacts on the TRLSSE traces shown in Figs. 2b and 2c. The time domain 
measurements shown in Figure 4.2 show that the duration of Vsig matches the ~100 ps duration of 
the mixing pulse. This implies that thermal gradient induced VLSSE must be sufficiently short-
lived to sample the mixing pulse, and thus it is suitable for stroboscopic measurement of GHz 
frequency dynamics. In addition to the main pulse, we also observe oscillations that can be 
attributed to non-idealities in the mixing reference pulse produced by the arbitrary waveform 
generator (AWG) and the RF mixer itself. To account for these effects, we develop a 
phenomenological model of the signal, which we describe as the convolution of the TRLSSE-
induced electrical pulse from the sample and the reference pulse from the AWG as a function of 
relative delay, 𝞽 [63]. We account for bandwidth contributions and the realistic profile of the 
mixing reference pulse.  
The model consists of a 12 GHz low-pass filter leading to the radio frequency and local 
oscillator inputs of an idealized mixer (Figure 4.8a). The output of the circuit is described by    
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝑡) ~ ℱ
−1[ℱ(𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑥) ∗ ℱ(𝑉𝐿𝑆𝑆𝐸) ∗ 𝐿𝑃(𝑓)
2] (4.1) 
Where LP(f) is a first-order low-pass filter 𝐿𝑃(𝑓) =
1
1+𝑓/𝑓𝑐
 for frequency f and cut-off frequency 
fc = 12 GHz. The Fourier transform ℱ(𝑉) is given by ℱ(𝑉𝛿𝑡 ) =  
1
√𝑇
∑ 𝑉𝛿𝑡  e
2 𝜋 𝑖 (𝛿𝑡 −1)(𝑓−1)/𝑇𝑇
𝛿𝑡 =1  
where T = 12.9 ns is the duration of the kernel, 𝛿𝑡 = 2.5 ps is the time step, and f is frequency.  In 
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the experiment, the mixing pulse Vmix is generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) 
synchronized to the laser repetition rate with a sampling rate of 9.98 GSamples/s. For mixing 
voltage pulse Vmix we use the output of the AWG measured using a LeCroy SDA 11000 
Oscilloscope (Figure 4.8b). To model the signal from the sample, VLSSE, we use the normalized 
thermal gradient determined from time-domain finite element (TDFE) calculations (further 
discussion below). In the main text, we use a 100 ps mixing pulse to acquire the data presented in 
Figure 4.8b,c. and a 600 ps mixing pulse to acquire the other data.  
Figure 4.1 shows Vsig calculated via Eq. (4.1) normalized to the measured data along with 
the measured convolution. The model qualitatively captures the oscillations at delay times 
greater than 100 ps. This model, together with the lack of magnetic field dependence, supports 
the idea that the oscillations in the data are electrical artifacts, not magnetic oscillations. 
 
Figure 4.8 Diagram of TRLSSE mixing circuit. (a) Schematic of circuit model for interpretation 
of time-domain circuit. The arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) creates a mixing pulse that goes 
through a 12 GHz low-pass filter before being mixed with the pulse from the sample that has also 
been sent through a 12 GHz low-pass filter. (b) Oscilloscope measurements of the mixing pulses 
used in the experiments. 
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4.5.3 Determination of temperature change from laser heating 
Although we know the laser fluence, we do not know the film absorbance for this thin-
film limit in which the Pt film is much thinner than the optical skin depth. To determine the 
temperature change in our experiment we use the following methodology: (1) we numerically 
calculate the spatiotemporal thermal response to focused laser heating assuming the peak 
absorbed power is 1 W (an absorbed fluence of 0.7 mJ/cm2).  We take the model’s predictions 
for the spatiotemporal thermal evolution to be correct but the total temperature change amplitude 
as being uncalibrated.  (2) We calibrate and measure VJ, which is equivalent to using the sample 
resistivity change as a thermometer.  (3) We calculate the VJ from our spatiotemporal thermal 
model calculations and compare it to the measured VJ.  We assume there is linear response 
between the amplitude of the absorbed laser energy and the maximum temperature increase, 
therefore the ratio of the measured to the calculated values of VJ determines the scale factor of 
the absorbance. This also scales the temperature increase from the model to a value that agrees 
with our electrical measurement.  Additional details have been described previously in the 
supporting information of Ref. [63]. 
We base our model on TDFE calculations of thin-film thermal diffusion to determine the 
spatiotemporal profile of the thermal gradient temperature distribution. We consider a 
GGG/YIG(20 nm)/Pt(6 nm) trilayer with material parameters given by Table 2. The YIG/Pt 
layers are modeled as a 2 µm x 10 µm bar to match the measured device. Heat transfer in the 
structure is calculated using the diffusion equation  
𝜌 𝐶𝑝
𝛿𝑇(𝐱, 𝑡)
𝛿𝑡
− 𝜅∇2𝑇(𝐱, 𝑡) = 𝑄(𝐱, 𝑡) 
(4.2) 
with the COMSOL Multiphysics® software package. In Eq. (4.2) 𝜌 is the material density, Cp,  is 
the specific heat, 𝜅, is the  thermal conductivity, Q is the heat source, x is the 3D spatial 
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coordinate, and t is time. We assume the YIG/ Pt interfacial thermal conductance is 
170 W m- 2  K- 1 [111].  
We also assume that laser heating only takes place in the Pt layer because of the 
negligible optical absorption in the YIG [133] and GGG [124]. Thus, the laser is effectively a 
radially symmetric heat source, with radius r, in the platinum with a spatial temporal distribution, 
for positive z, given by, 𝑄(𝐱, 𝑡) = 𝐸𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑧
𝜀
) ∗ (
1
2𝜋 𝑑2
) ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑟2
2 𝑑2
) ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝 (−
(𝑡−𝑡0)
2
2 𝑤2
), where d 
= 257 nm is the focused laser spot size (see “determination of optical spot size” below), 𝜀 = 12 
nm is the skin depth [134,135], w = 1.27 ps is the laser pulse width for a 3 ps FWHM Gaussian 
pulse, t0 = 100 ps is the time that the heat source is at the maximum. The heat source is applied 
every 39.6 ns and the simulation runs from time t = 0 ns to t = 42 ns to capture two pulses.  
Figure 3.9 shows the result of the model calculation in the space and time domains. The 
z-component of the thermal gradient within the YIG decays to 1/e in 92 ps and the temperature 
difference between the Pt and YIG decays in 91ps, time scales that are experimentally 
indistinguishable in our measurement and consistent with the time domain measurement shown 
in Figure 4.2b,c. The overall temperature increase within the laser heated region takes longer to 
relax to room temperature, 295 ps, consistent with Figure 4.2d. These calculations support that 
the TRLSSE signal originates from ∇𝑇𝑧(𝑡) (or indistinguishably in this work, the temperature 
difference between YIG and Pt) and that it is localized in time making it suitable for stroboscopic 
measurements.  
The model calculation predicts about a 400 K change in the Pt, however, as discussed 
above, we calculated the amplitude of the laser-induced temperature change without 
experimental knowledge of the absorbed fluence.  Therefore, the true temperature change in the 
Pt may be scaled up or down to account for correct value of the absorbed laser power. To 
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establish the absorbance experimentally, we compare the measured values of VJ, which 
originates from the resistance change of the metal due to laser heating, with a model calculated 
value of VJ, which is determined from the resistance change expected from our model 
calculation. Specifically, we calculate VJ using the 3D temperature distribution created from 
laser heating to determine the sample resistance increase.  We use the linear relationship between 
the resistance and the temperature, 𝑅(𝑇) = 𝑅𝑜(1 + 𝛼 𝑇), with the resistance correction factor    
α = 1.3 × 10-3 K-1 measured for the Pt films used in our experiment. To compare the calculated 
value to the experimentally measured VJ, we also determine the electrical circuit transfer 
function in which we account for the measurement bandwidth and gain (see Ref. [63] for further 
discussion). From this analysis we find that our experimentally measured VJ is 0.12 times the 
calculated VJ, indicating the peak temperature change in the Pt is 52 K, corresponding to a peak 
absorbed fluence of 0.09 mJ/cm2, 1.6% of the incident laser energy. The uncertainty in the 
temperature is estimated to be on the order of 25% based on uncertainties in the circuit 
calibration. 
Table 2 Material parameters used in the TDFE simulations of laser heating 
aReference [136] 
bReference [137] 
cReference [138] 
 Specific Heat, Cp 
(J/kg*K) 
Density, 𝜌 
(kg/m3) 
Thermal conductivity, 
𝜅 (W/m*K) 
Pt 133a 21500a 71.6a 
YIG 570b  5170c 6b 
GGG 400b 7080b  7.94b  
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Figure 4.9 Time-domain finite element calculations of the temperature and thermal gradient using 
COMSOL. (a) Time-domain thermal profiles at the YIG/Pt interface calculated with COMSOL 
assuming an absorbed fluence of 0.7 mJ/cm2 and showing the z-component of thermal gradient in 
the YIG (orange curve), change in temperature of the Pt (blue curve), and temperature difference 
between the Pt and the YIG across the interface (black dashed line). The laser turns on at 100 ps 
in the calculation. (b) Calculated temperature vs. z-axis position showing heating as a function of 
film depth at the maximum temperature difference (orange curve) and 16 ps later (blue curve). 
(c,d) The curves from (a) and (b) scaled by the correction factor. 
4.5.4 Effect of interface spin transparency  
The spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) is the change in resistance due to spin-dependent 
transport in a heavy, nonmagnetic metal that shares an interface with a ferromagnet [129]. Thus, 
for bilayers of the same materials but different spin mixing conductance, measuring SMR 
provides insight into the efficiency with which spins can cross the interface. The efficiency of 
interfacial spin transport is important for TRLSSE measurements because in order for the 
magnetization to be transduced into a voltage, the thermally driven spins must cross the 
interface.  
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For the data presented in the main text we find a SMR of 0.063%. We compare the signal 
from this wire with a relatively strong SMR to the TRLSSE signal from a wire without 
detectable SMR above the 0.003% noise floor of our lock-in measurement. Both wires were 
2 μm x 10 μm with resistances of 296 Ω and 220 Ω for the sample with and without SMR 
respectively. The sample without SMR had a thinner YIG film (8 nm), however this is not 
expected to effect the SMR since SMR is an interfacial effect [128].  
Figure 4.10 shows representative plots of the TRLSSE signal versus field for the different 
wires at similar laser powers. We find that the sample with SMR has a signal approximately an 
order of magnitude greater than the sample without. The difference is consistent with the model 
of TRLSSE driving spin current across the YIG/Pt interface. We also note that even though the 
signal is reduced, it is still measurable in both samples, enabling measurement of YIG 
magnetization even in systems that cannot be measured electrically.  
 
Figure 4.10 TRLSSE signal as a function of applied external field for a samples with 0.063% SMR 
(blue triangles) and a sample with no measurable SMR (orange squares). The applied laser fluences 
are 5.4 mJ/cm2 and 6.7 mJ/cm2 for the blue an orange curves respectively. For the data presented 
here, the laser repetition rate was 76.5 MHz and no amplifier was used between the sample and 
the RF mixer. 
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4.5.5  Determination of optical spot size 
We determine the diameter of the illuminated area by modeling a Guassian laser focus 
and fitting the traces of the image shown in Figure 4.5a. Figure 4.11 shows a y-axis cross section 
of the image. The trace shows an approximately flat region on the wire surface and a sigmoidal 
edge due to the convolution of the sharp wire edge with the point-spread function of the laser 
focus. To fit the reflection signal, I, at the edge, we use the convolution of a Guassian with a step 
function,  
𝐼 =
1
𝑏 √2 𝜋
∫ exp (−
(𝑥−𝑎)2
2 𝑏2
)
∞ 
−∞ 
Θ(𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑑𝑥,  (4.3) 
in which 𝑏 determines the Guassian width, a is the center of the peak, and Θ is the step function 
defined as Θ(𝑥 − 𝑎) = {
0 , 𝑥 < 𝑎
1 , 𝑥 ≥ 𝑎
. The fit of the data yields b = 0.240 ± 0.007 µm and b = 0.274 
± 0.010 µm for the left and right edges respectively. We take the average to be the optical spot 
size. We attribute the difference between the two edges to a slight out-of-plane tilt of the sample 
leading to asymmetry in the reflection.    
 
Figure 4.11 Fit of step edge signal for determination of optical spot size. (a) Line cut in y-axis 
direction of the reflected light image, shown in Figure 4.5a, and the TRLSSE image of the static 
saturated moment, shown in Figure 4.5b. (inset) Schematic representation of the sample tilt that 
can lead to the observed anisotropy.     
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As a comparison, we fit a y-axis scan of the TRLSSE signal to Eq. (4.3). The result gives 
b = 0.380 ± 0.006 µm and b = 0.381 ± 0.009 µm for the left and right edges respectively. This 
difference corresponds to a difference of ~1 pixel between the rise-width of the reflection signal 
and TRLSSE signal.  
4.5.6 Analysis of dynamic TRLSSE images 
To image the ferromagnetic resonance of YIG in the 4 µm wide wire a series of images 
was taken at fields ranging from 896 to 1105 for an applied RF power of 1.1 mA. A selection of 
unprocessed images is shown in Figure 4.5e-g. Although the signal is quite clear, we account for 
sample drift and noise, before fitting the FMR curves.  
We correct for sample drift using autocorrelation to find the image overlap. The kernel 
for the autocorrelation is a 5 ×12.5 µm region from the center of the reflected light image at H = 
896 Oe (the first image in the series). We determine the drift of subsequent images by finding the 
distance between the centers of the kernel and the minimum of the autocorrelation. Most of the 
sample drift is on the order of a pixel (0.25 µm) with a maximum sample drift of Δy = 0.75 µm 
and Δx = 0.25 µm. We correct for the offset by shifting the images and then cropping the 
borders. The scans cover a large enough area that the cropped region is well away from the wire. 
After correcting for the sample drift, we remove the background from the vibration edge artifacts 
by subtracting the TRLSSE signal of the wire at 896 Oe from the subsequent images. Finally, we 
reduce random pixel to pixel noise, smoothing the signal with a 3x3 pixel moving average. The 
3x3 pixel window is approximately the sampling spot size (see determination of optical spot 
size).   
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Figure 4.12 Analysis of the edge artifact in FMR imaging. (a) Spatial variation of the TRLSSE in 
a 4 × 10 μm YIG/Pt wire at 911 Oe. The signal measured by a lock-in amplifier referenced to the 
frequency of an a.c. magnetic field. (b) Profile of the TRLSSE signal shown in (a) (blue circles) 
and the derivative of VJ from the same area of the wire (orange triangles). The trace is the average 
of twenty-six y-axis line scans from along the length of the wire. 
We attribute the small signal features at the edges of the wires in Figure 4.5 to magnetic 
field modulation induced relative motion between the microscope objective and the sample. As 
mentioned in the main text, we separate VJ  (which is in principle non-magnetic) from VTRLSSE 
(which is magnetic) by adding a modulation magnetic field (7.6 Oe RMS, ωH = 383 Hz) to the 
d.c. magnetic field.  We then demodulate Vsig with respect to ωH using a lock-in amplifier. 
Although this procedure is effective for isolating VTRLSSE from VJ when we focus in the center of 
the wire (away from the wire edge), the modulation field induces a tiny “wobble” in the laser 
focus on the sample. When the laser is focused on the sample edge and a current is applied to the 
sample, the wobble introduces a slight modulation of VJ at ωH because  
𝑑𝑉𝐽
𝑑𝐻
= (
𝑑𝑉𝐽
𝑑𝑦
)(
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝐻
), where 
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝐻
 is due to field-induced mechanical motion and 
𝑑𝑉𝐽
𝑑𝑦
 is large at the sample edge. We note that 
these edge signals are independent of external field but that they are sensitive to the current 
amplitude and phase, both of which are consistent with this interpretation of the artifact. In 
Figure 4.12 we plot both the profile of the externally modulated field signal in the y-direction 
and the numerical derivative of VJ measured by the lock-in referenced to the 100 kHz laser 
modulation rate, which demonstrates their correspondence.  
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CHAPTER 5 
IMAGING MAGNETIZATION WITH NEAR-FIELD SCANNING MAGNETO-THERMAL 
MICROSCOPY 
5.1 Chapter introduction 
The magnetic configuration in thin films, and devices made from those films, is 
determined by a rich energy landscape that can vary over nanometer length scales. At these 
scales, the orientation and magnitude of the magnetization is determined by both exchange and 
dipole interactions. Short-range exchange interactions, such as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 
interaction (DMI) can cant magnetization and create quasi-particles known as skyrmions less 
than 100 nm across [139–141]. Dipole interactions, which are typically thought of as long-range, 
can contribute on the nanoscale as well. In nano-patterned devices for example, dipole 
interactions influence the switching of magnetic tunnel junctions [142,143], and determine the 
magnon band structure in magnonic crystals [144,145]. Although complex, the energy landscape 
that determines magnetic behavior is highly tunable, enabling technologies in information 
storage and processing. Moving forward, to compete effectively with all charge-based 
technologies, it will be important to understand and engineer magnetic and spintronic devices at 
nanoscopic lengths scales and picosecond time scales. 
A necessary step to understanding and controlling magnetization is the development of 
microscopy techniques capable of imaging at the fundamental length and time scales of 
materials. Typically, the fundamental scales correspond to picosecond temporal resolution and 
sub-100 nm spatial resolution. Currently, to image magnetization with this a spatiotemporal 
resolution we need to use either x-rays or pump-probe electron microscopy techniques that 
require special sample preparation and which can only be done at a few facilities. It in addition to 
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these two methods, it would be useful to have a magnetic microscope that can image magnetic 
devices on a variety of substrates and no special sample preparation other than what is typical for 
transport measurements.  
Magneto-thermal microscopy provides a route towards this goal. Time-resolved magneto-
thermal microscopy using optical heating from focused pulsed lasers has proven useful as a 
sensitive measurement technique with picosecond temporal resolution; however, thermal 
gradients generated with far-field optics are still limited by the optical diffraction limit. To tap 
the full potential of magneto-thermal microscopy we adapt near-field optical techniques to create 
thermal gradients smaller than far-field Airy spot size. We use an apertureless near-field 
geometry in which the local electric field is enhanced beneath a sharp tip metallic tip to heat the 
sample [146,147,147–149]. Importantly, although this geometry is similar to some near-field 
MOKE measurements, it avoids the polarization artifacts that are prevalent in the near-field 
magneto-optical microscopy [150].    
For several decades, near-field microscopes have been used to enhance the electric field 
in the gap between a sample surface and a probe tip [151–156]. This enhancement is often due to 
a combination of the so called ‘lightning rod’ effect and plasmonic effects. The lightning rod 
effect is a geometric effect in which the electric field is enhanced a sharp point. The plasmonic 
effects can vary but rely on the optical excitation of electrons at the interface between a metal 
and dielectric where the real parts of the dielectric constants are negative and positive 
respectively. This can lead to enhancement of the electric field either by creation of propagating 
surface waves that are confined by the tip and/or by resonant antenna effects at the gap between 
the tip and sample surface. Plasmonic antennas are currently being studied for heat-assisted 
magnetic recording (HAMR) [88,157] and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) [146,149]. 
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We build on the work in these fields to develop our scanning near-field magneto-thermal 
microscope.  
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic representations of the three scanning probe geometries. a) Tapping AFM 
with an etched gold wire illuminated at the apex at a zero-degree angle with respect to the surface 
normal. b) Shear-force geometry with an etched gold wire illuminated on the grating coupler at a 
zero-degree angle with respect to the surface normal. c) Tapping AFM with a gold-coated silicon 
cantilever illuminated at the apex at a thirty-degree angle with respect to the surface normal. 
In this chapter we present results demonstrating the application of near-field scanning 
optical microscopy (NSOM) for local heating of thin metallic films and TRANE microscopy. 
The NSOM is based on a custom-built quartz tuning fork AFM that uses a sharp gold tip. Using 
a tuning fork enables electrical monitoring of the tip-to-sample distance which removes the need 
for optics that can contribute spurious optical heating and enables compact packaging. More 
details on the tuning fork are covered in Chapter 6. There are three scanning probe geometries 
that we investigate in this chapter: tapping mode with an etched gold wire, tapping mode with a 
gold-coated silicon cantilever, and shear-force mode using an etched gold wire. The geometries 
are shown in Figure 5.1.  For each of these cases we comment on the advantages and 
disadvantages. We find the gold-coated AFM tip to give the most consistent results and 
characterize the sensitivity and estimate the resolution for this case. We conclude with a look 
toward future work and possible improvements. 
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5.2 Tapping atomic force microscopy with directly illuminated etched gold wires 
The first geometry we explore is the AFM tapping mode shown in Figure 5.1a. The tip is 
a 250 µm wire that have been etch to a sharp point via the method described in [158]. After 
etching, the tip is then glued to one tine of a quartz tuning fork and counter balanced by gluing a 
short piece of wire the opposing tuning fork tine. Counterbalancing increases the tuning fork 
quality factor from ~200 to ~500. The tuning fork is excited in self-oscillation mode and the tip-
sample distance is kept constant by keeping a constant frequency shift using a proportional-
integral feedback loop. A flexure stage piezo sample scanning stage moves the sample beneath 
the tip.  
The sample that we used in this experiment was a 2 × 10 µm YIG(20 nm)/Pt(6)/Ru(2) 
wire. This is the same type of wire studied in Chapter 4, though not exactly the same wire. The 
YIG/Pt bilayer structure has the advantage that near-field optical excitation of Pt generates a 
point spread function localized beneath the tip apex. Materials with higher conductivity can 
generate circular heat spots and less conductive metals are less efficiently excited by the optical 
field [159]. Moreover, we can apply a current through the platinum and measure the signal due to 
local, temperature-dependent resistance. Thus, by switching the current polarity, we see a clear 
signal variation and get an estimate of the sensitivity while the tip is at the surface even without 
having an external magnetic field.  
To heat the samples, 3 ps pulses of vertically polarized, 780 nm light from a Ti:Sapphire 
laser are focused onto the tip apex at the sample surface with a long working distance, 0.42 NA 
objective. The microscope objective is oriented at a nearly zero-degree angle with respect to the 
sample surface normal. To reduce the effect of shadowing from the wirebonds and contact pads, 
the sample is oriented with the long axis perpendicular to the incident light. We measure the 
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magneto-thermal voltage from the sample using a custom homodyne detection circuit that has 
been discussed in Chapter 3. For the work in this chapter, the reference pulse duration is 1 ns and 
generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) that is synchronized to the 76 MHz 
repetition rate of the laser pulses. We increase the signal-to-noise ratio and separate the near-
field signal from the background using a dual-demodulator lock-in amplifier.   
Each scanning probe measurement generates three simultaneously collected images, the 
tip height, the voltage from the sample demodulated at the frequency of the optical chopper, and 
the signal demodulated at the frequency of the tuning fork resonance or its harmonic. Figure 5.2 
shows examples of these three images. 
To measure the data shown in Figure 5.2, we scan the tip back and forth in the x-direction 
while we change the current and optical illumination as indicated in Figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2b 
shows the averaged, x-direction line cuts measured at the first, third, and fifth, harmonic of the 
tuning fork frequency. Harmonics of the tuning fork frequency are expected because the tip 
induced near-field signal falls off rapidly with tip height. Thus, observing these higher harmonics 
is a good indication that the signal is due to a near-field effect between the scanning tip and 
sample. These harmonics can also be used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio [160]. 
The dips observed at the edges of the wire are likely due to ac electrical conduction 
between the tip and the wire. The gold wire on the tuning fork is likely capacitively coupled to 
the electrode that drives the tuning fork through the piezo electric effect. If the tip contacts the 
sample (which is mostly likely when it is climbing a step edge) then there will be an electrical 
artifact at the harmonics of the tuning fork frequency. This interpretation is supported by the fact 
that the artifacts are overserved even when the laser is blocked and there is no dc current in the 
wire as seen in Figure 5.2c.  
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Figure 5.2d-f shows the voltage demodulated at the frequency of the optical chopper. 
This signal is the voltage generated just by the directed optical heating of the focused light from 
the microscope objective. It is the averaged traces of this “far-field” data are not only several 
orders of magnitude higher than the near-field signal, but also less sharply localized around the 
wire. The lack of resolution is due to the oblique angle of the incident light, nevertheless, the 
sharper features of the near-field signal has higher resolution by virtue of the sharp tip. It is 
impossible to make a stronger statement about the resolution since it would require a feature 
inside the wire that was on the order of the tip point-spread-function or smaller. 
We note that in Figure 5.2f, there is periodic intensity variation parallel to the wire 
length. This is most likely caused by diffraction from the step edge of the wire. This sample 
structure related artifact appears in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8 as well where, again, the ripples are 
perpendicular to the incident direction of the laser. 
The line traces in Figure 5.2c,d were taken when either the laser was blocked (red line) or 
the dc current was turned off (blue line). The red trace serves as a check that the voltage is 
generated by the laser, which it is, aside from the edge artifacts. The blue trace on the other hand 
is not zero and must arise from a thermally generated voltage in the wire itself. To investigate 
this further and determine whether it originates from the anomalous Nernst effect we measure the 
wire after applying saturating magnetic fields with a permanent magnet.  
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Figure 5.2 Images and line cuts of near and far-field signals using tapping AFM etched gold wires 
showing sensitivity to current flowing through the wire. a) Signal demodulated at the frequency of 
the tuning fork or one of its harmonics. b) Traces showing the average of the horizontal line cuts 
in the region of a) where the laser and current were both on but different harmonics were being 
measured. c) Average of the horizontal line cuts of a) in the region where either the laser or current 
was turned off. d) Voltage demodulated at the frequency of the optical chopper. e) Traces showing 
the average of the horizontal line cuts in the region of d) that match the regions averaged in b). f) 
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Average of the horizontal line cuts of d) in the region where either the laser or current was off. The 
current density was 1.25×106 A/cm2 and the laser power was 3 mW.  
 
Figure 5.3 Images and line cuts of near and far-field signals using etched gold wires in the tapping 
geometry. a) 2D plots of the voltage referenced to the frequency of the tuning fork oscillation. The 
top and bottom images show the scans after the wire was magnetized in opposite directions with a 
permanent magnet. The scans were taken in zero magnetic field. b) line plots showing the average 
values of the two images shown in (a). The blue line is the average of the top image and the red 
line is the average of the bottom image. c) Line plots showing the average of scans taken over the 
YIG sample but without the laser illuminating the scanning tip. 
To confirm that we are sensitive to the magnetization of the YIG we scan the YIG/Pt wire 
again, this time however, we first use a permanent magnetic to initialize the moment of the YIG 
perpendicular to the channel length. To saturate the moment, a permanent magnet is brought 
close to the sample (applied field magnitude is >500 Oe) and then removed so that the scans are 
taken in zero magnetic field. Thus, the scans measure the remnant state of the YIG 
magnetization. We confirm that the sample is magnetized by measuring the voltage due to the 
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far-field heating and find that the voltage switched between +50 µV and -50 µV for oppositely 
directed magnetization. 
In Figure 5.3 we show scans of the YIG/Pt sample after it had been saturated 
perpendicular to the wire. Part a) of the figure shows the 2D plots of the voltage measured at the 
frequency of the tuning fork. The figures are noisy and have the same edge artifacts, however, 
there is a noticeable difference in contrast between the two magnetization directions (top and 
bottom images). The difference is more obvious when all the lines are averaged in the y-direction 
and plotted as the traces in Figure 5.3b.  The signal difference is 550 nV and there is a polarity 
change suggesting that we are measuring the magnetization state of the YIG/Pt wire via the 
LSSE and a near-field effect. We confirm that the zero-level is less than the LSSE by blocking 
the laser during the scan for several lines Figure 5.3c.  
The data in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show a proof-of-concept that scanning probe 
imaging of magnetic samples is capable of resolution higher than the focused light used to 
illuminate the tip, that the tip generated signal is sensitive to both the magnetization, and 
sensitive to the dc current flowing through the wire. There are significant challenges with the 
data as well. The signal-to-noise ratio is too low to be practical for imaging, the background from 
direct heating is orders of magnitude above the scanning probe signal, and, most importantly, we 
cannot confirm that the tip is enhancing the interaction and not simply locally blocking the laser.  
Blocking of the laser by the tip is a reasonable explanation because it would also be a 
non-linear effect that produces harmonics. In principle, the sign of the near- and far-field signals 
should be opposite if the tip was blocking the light instead of enhancing it. However, at the 
beginning of the measurement, we adjust the lock in phase to maximize the signal in both the far-
field and near-field signals. This could lead to an error in the sign if the signals are out-of-phase 
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by π. To decrease the background and provide better evidence that the scanning probe tip is 
leading to an enhancement we next try to use the etched gold wire as a scanning probe tip. To 
ensure that we do not crush the fragile gold tip, we move to a shear-force geometry.   
5.3 Shear-force microscopy with adiabatic nanofocusing 
In this section we provide evidence that electrochemically etched gold wires can be used 
as scanning antennas for local measurement of current in Pt wires. In addition to using the 
scanning antennas, we also use the shear-force scanning probe geometry shown in Figure 5.1b. 
In the shear-force geometry, the etched, gold tip is oriented so that it oscillates parallel to the 
surface of the sample. When the probe is brought close to the surface, the surface exerts a force 
tip reducing the tuning fork vibration amplitude [161]. The origin of the force is a matter of some 
debate nevertheless, since all experiments are in air, it is reasonable to believe that a thin layer of 
water adsorbed to the surface creates a drag on the vibrating tip [162,163].  The lateral vibration 
of the tip enables us to keep the probe at a constant height, reducing the possibility of contact 
compared to tapping AFMs. Staying out of contact preserves the tip apex ensuring that the 
diameter stays well below the optical wavelength. To be even more sensitive to the tip-sample 
force, and therefore gentler to the probe, we etch the wire from 50 µm wire instead of 250 µm 
wire. The reduction in mass significantly increases the quality factor of the tuning fork probe to 
2000-5000 from 300-500. The quality factor varies significantly from probe to probe.   
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Figure 5.4 Microscope images of antenna showing focusing of surface plasmon polaritons 
To make the etched gold wire into a plasmonic antenna we use a focused ion beam to cut 
a periodic grating into the wire approximately 10 µm away from the apex of the tip. This 
distance ensures that apex of the tip is well outside the 1 µm area of the laser spot and the region 
of saturated camera pixels. Background on scanning SPP antennas and our fabrication process 
can be found in  [158]. Figure 5.4 shows two micrograph images of the plasmonic antenna with 
the laser shining at normal incidence on the grating. In Figure 5.4a, the polarization of the light is 
vertical (electric field parallel to the wire) while in b) the light is horizontal. We expect SPPs to 
be excited when the light is vertically polarized but not when it is horizontally polarized. Figure 
5.4c shows traces of the intensity along the length of the wire. We see in both the micrographs 
and the line cuts that there is a bright spot at the apex of the tip when the light is vertically 
polarized due to the scattering of SPPs that have been confined to the apex of the antenna. This 
provides evidence that we can fabricate SPP antennas, couple to them, and attach them to tuning 
forks for scanning probe microscopy.   
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Figure 5.5 Near-field effects using shear-force feedback. a) Line plots showing the average of the 
line scans measured by the shear-force geometry near-field microscope. Blue is the average of the 
voltage scans referenced to the frequency of the tuning fork. Red is the average of the topography 
line scans. b) Height map of the topography of the YIG/Pt wire. c) 2D plot of the voltage at the 
frequency of the tuning fork oscillation. The scans were takeng perpendicular to the long axis of 
the sample.  
To test the effectiveness of the shear-force geometry combined with the plasmonic 
antenna, we again measure the YIG/Pt wire. We measure the heating induced by the optical tip-
sample interaction by applying a current density of 2.5×106 A/cm2. The quality factor of this 
particular tuning fork is 4136.  We note that in the shear-force geometry, we measure the change 
in amplitude, not the frequency, to feedback to keep the tip-surface separation constant. The ~50 
nm side-to-side amplitude in this configuration is on the order of the apex size and does not 
provide any modulation of the signal. Thus, there are only two channels in this configuration: the 
topography and the signal modulated at the frequency of the optical chopper. To check that the 
signal is created by the probe itself, we use piezomotors to maximize the signal indicating that 
the laser is focused on the surface of the sample. Then the laser in moved in the z-direction and 
we observe a dip in the signal followed by a corresponding increase at a displacement of ~10 µm 
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where we expect the FIB-cut grating to be. We confirmed that the signal goes to zero when the 
tip is retracted.  
Figure 5.5a and b show images of the topography and voltage signal taken using the 
shear-force scanning probe geometry.  We note that over the course of the scan, the position of 
the tip drifts away from the surface by over 150 nm. The voltage signal however, does not have 
the corresponding reduction that we expect for near-field interactions that happen on the scale of 
~10 nm or less. These two signals together can be explained by a weak tip-sample interaction in 
the transverse AFM geometry so that the tip is at least several tens of nanometers above the 
sample surface. In this case, the plasmonic waveguide cannot couple to the Pt surface in the near 
field, but still radiates into the far-field with a resolution that is higher than the blurred out far-
field signal we see in Figure 5.2. It may be possible to improve this by a more carful choice of 
tuning fork oscillation amplitude although optimization would require simultaneous tuning of the 
laser position and feedback parameters.  
Figure 5.5c shows the averaged lines scans of the topography and voltage. The peaks of 
the two signals line up and the largest voltage is when the tip is closest to the sample. We also 
find that there are no edge artifacts, supporting the idea that there was contact between the tip 
and wire in tapping mode but that the contact is eliminated in the shear geometry. The voltage 
signal is not sharply peaked, however, and the topography image is also not as sharp as it is in 
the tapping AFM geometry. Unfortunately, the tip crashed into the surface before we were able 
to confirm that there was also sensitivity to the YIG magnetic moment transduced through the 
LSSE. We expect that any magnetization sensitivity would have similar signal-to-noise ratio as 
the tapping mode geometry because the signal amplitude of the dc current image is similar to that 
of the tapping geometry.  
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In summary, experiments using the shear-force geometry successfully show that near-
field scanning with a plasmonic antenna is possible without destroying the probe apex. However, 
the difficulty of the alignment and the fact that far-field background cannot be rejected by 
demodulation at the tuning fork resonance frequency conspire to make the shear-force geometry 
challenging. Further development of this geometry might improve on these problems by bringing 
the sample up to the tip, enabling alignment to the grating independently of the sample. 
Nevertheless, the ability to demodulate at the frequency of the tuning fork motivates returning to 
the tapping mode geometry. This time, however we use gold coated AFM cantilevers glued to 
the tuning fork to increase probe life-time.  
5.4 Tapping mode AFM with directly illuminated gold-coated silicon cantilevers 
In this section we study the geometry, shown in Figure 5.1c, of a gold-coated AFM 
cantilever glued to a tuning fork and illuminated at a 30° angle. The motivation for this approach 
was primarily to increase the tip lifetime. There are several reasons to expect that gold-coated Si 
tips will be more robust than pure gold wires: The Si substrate has a significantly higher yield 
stress than gold, reducing damage from bending. The cantilever’s spring constant is significantly 
lower the quartz tuning fork, so if the tip crashes, the cantilever will bend before the tip breaks. 
Finally, the cantilever is very light, so that the quality factor of the tuning fork is near the value 
of a bare fork in air. The higher quality factor increases the force sensitivity so that there is less 
force needed to keep a constant tip-surface separation. The other benefit of using commercial 
AFM tips is that they are relatively inexpensive and reliably have a tip apex of 30 nm or less. 
We illuminate the apex of the AFM probe by focusing light from a 0.42 NA long-
working distance objective, as before. In this case, however, the objective is tilted 30-degrees 
with respect to the surface normal. The tilt gives more efficient optical coupling because the light 
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is not blocked by the side of the sample substrate and because it reduces background heating 
from light scattering within the sapphire substrate. To further improve optical access, we use 
AFM cantilevers with the tip at the end of the beam (OPUS 3xc-GG) so that it is less likely to be 
shadowed by the cantilever overhang.  
The samples we use for the study are CoFeB (4 nm)/Hf(.3)/Pt(4) wires that are 2, 5, and 
10 µm wide. These are the same samples used for demonstrating the capability to measure spin 
torque angles in [164], and further details of the fabrication can be found there. The samples are 
mounted such that the long axis is parallel to the optical beam. The electrical detection circuit is 
the same as in the prior two sections.  
We first test the sensitivity of the AFM tip geometry to the magnetic moment of the 
CoFeB by taking scans after saturating the magnetization in opposite directions. The scans were 
done at zero field and the results are shown in Figure 5.6. We note immediately that the signal 
from the wire itself is much larger and less noisy than what we measured in the Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.6a shows line scans of the raster-scanned images at right. We observe that for 
oppositely directed magnetizations we have opposite polarity signals with similar amplitude. The 
signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient to see the difference individual traces (joined plot markers), not 
just in the averaged line scans of the entire scan (thinner line with no plot markers).   
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Figure 5.6 Scanning near-field TRANE image of oppositely directed magnetization in 2 µm wide 
CoFeB/Pt wires. a-b) 2D plots of the voltage measured at twice the frequency of the tuning fork. 
The scans are taken with the commercial AFM tip glued to the tuning fork and operating in tapping 
mode. c) Line traces of the 2D plots. Blue corresponds to the data in a) and red corresponds to the 
data in b). The solid lines without data points represent the average of all the scan lines and the 
thicker lines with data points are single line scans taken from the middle of the images. The dotted 
lines are the mean voltage when the tip is over the sample at ± magnetic saturation.   
With sensitivity to magnetization established, we now turn to observations of domains in 
wider structures. We note that in wider samples, we expect the signal to be reduced by the ratio 
of the wire widths, however, the signal amplitude in the 2 µm wide wire is large enough that we 
have confidence that we can observe domains with oppositely oriented magnetic moments.  
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Figure 5.7 Observation of domain wall in 10 µm × 20 µm CoFeB/Pt bar with no near-field 
coupling. The blue line shows the “far-field” signal, the voltage from the sample that was 
modulated at the frequency of the optical chopper. The red line shows the “near-field” signal, the 
voltage modulated at twice the tuning fork frequency, multiplied 50 times so that it can be 
compared to the far-field signal. The insets show the unscaled 2D plots of the near and far-field. 
The schematic at right shows scale of the scanning area, depicted as a black outline, with respect 
to the CoFeB/Pt sample.   
Figure 5.7 shows a line scan over a domain wall in a 10 µm wide CoFeB wire measured 
at the frequency of the focused light modulation. As expected, the extended point-spread-
function of the focused light provides low resolution, however, the change in sign is consistent 
with the presence of a domain wall. In red, on the same plot is the voltage demodulated at the 
second harmonic of the tuning fork frequency multiplied 50×. The 2D images are inset. When 
we compare the two traces, it is apparent that the near-field signal does not have increased spatial 
resolution. We attribute this weak, low-resolution signal to a miss-alignment between the laser 
and the scanning tip, such that the tip only reflects the near-field light but does not enhance it.  
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The data in Figure 5.7 provides useful information about this scanning probe geometry 
even if it does not show the increase in spatial resolution that we set out to achieve. First of all, it 
demonstrates that the focused light in the 30-degree orientation is capable of detecting the local 
magnetization of magnetic domains with approximately 1-2 µm resolution. We are prevented 
from a better estimate of the resolution by a lack of features with known sizes. The data also 
show us that the background from reflections off the tip can be on the order of a few percent of 
the modulation-referenced signal, though the exact value depends on the specific sample. This 
suggests that during alignment of the laser the operator must be careful to check that the effect is 
not simply from reflections. This could be done, for instance, but confirming that the signal goes 
to zero sharply when the probe scans over an edge.  
After improving the optical alignment and moving to a 5 µm wide wire, we were able to 
observe domains and enhanced resolution due to the tip. The sample was initialized into a multi-
domain state using a permanent magnet but the scanning was done at zero magnetic field. Figure 
5.8 shows the topography signal, voltage signal demodulated at the frequency of the light 
modulation (far-field), and the voltage signal demodulated at the 2nd harmonic of the tuning fork 
frequency (near-field). The scan was taken over 5 hours and the three images (Figure 5.8 a-c) 
were acquired simultaneously during the scan. Individual line cuts taken in the scan direction 
across regions of varying contrast are shown below. We see from both the images and line scans 
that there are regions of different magnetization and these align to the location of the wire as 
seen in the topography. As in Figure 5.7, the far field signal is larger than the tuning fork 
referenced signal and has relatively low resolution. Unlike in Figure 5.7 however, the near-field 
signal shows a superior resolution, and shows features that correspond to the features in the far-
field channel.  
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Figure 5.8 Images of magnetic texture in a 5 µm × 15 µm CoFeB/Pt bar. a) Topography image of 
the bar measured with AFM. b) 2D plot of the voltage demodulated at the optical chopper 
frequency. c) 2D plot of the voltage demodulated at twice the tuning fork frequency. d) Line cuts 
of b), the trace color corresponds to the line color in b). e) d) Line cuts of c), the trace color 
corresponds to the line color in c). 
Comparing the far and near-field images more carefully, we note that the signal from the 
scanning tip drops to zero over most of the wire but does not do so in the signal from direct laser 
heating. TRANE only measures the component of the magnetization perpendicular to the wire 
channel. A magnetic moment pointed along the length of the wire would be zero and a moment 
at some angle oblique to the wire would have an amplitude less than the perpendicular case. 
Thus, we suggest that the image is not of oppositely aligned moments, but instead tilted in a 
more complicated fashion.  
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Figure 5.9 Analysis of magnetic texture in a 5 µm × 15 µm CoFeB/Pt. a) Image of a multi-domain 
magnetization state taken with the conventional TRANE microscope. b) Measurement of the 
magnetization perpendicular to the long axis of the wire as a function of external field. The external 
field was also oriented perpendicular to the long axis of the wire.  
To examine the possibility of a more complicated, twisted magnetization state we look at 
the sample in the conventional, focused light TRANE microscope. Unfortunately, the magnetic 
state shown in Figure 5.8 was not stable and the magnetization reverted to a more uniform 
configuration before we could measure it with the far-field TRANE microscope. Figure 5.9 
however, shows a separately created magnetic texture, imaged at zero magnetic field, that 
suggests a magnetic vortex. The fact that the magnetic film can be put in these smoothly varying 
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magnetization states is an indication of low anisotropy. This is consistent with the magnetization 
versus field measurement shown in Figure 5.9 in which the external field was applied 
perpendicular to the long axis of the wire but the coercive field was low and there the signal at 
remanence is much less than that at saturation.  
5.4.1 Estimation of spatial resolution and sensitivity 
 
Figure 5.10 Fitting of domain wall edge and analysis of magnetic orientation 
The greatly improved signal-to-noise ratio of the AFM cantilever geometry and data in 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8 allow us to estimate the sensitivity and resolution of the near-field 
scanning probe signal. To estimate the sensitivity, we use the data of oppositely directed 
magnetization from Figure 5.6 and Eq. (3.7). The dotted lines in Figure 5.6 show the mean value 
between 2 and 3 µm at positive and negative saturation. To obtain the standard deviation, we 
take the standard deviation of the signal off the bar to get a measure of the uncorrelated noise. 
The time constant of the lock in measurements was 200 ms and so we calculate a sensitivity to 
the magnetization of 1.4°/√Hz. This is significantly less sensitive than what we have been able to 
achieve with the conventional TRANE setup, however, we note that this is an upper bound 
because the magnetic moment is not fully saturated at zero external field. In addition, there is 
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potential to optimize further by reducing the noise from background light, room vibrations, and 
sample drift.   
To estimate the spatial resolution, we fit the line scan across the domain wall shown in 
Figure 5.8. We fit the sigmoid to 
𝐴
2
(1 − erf (
𝑦−𝑦𝑜
√2𝛿
)), the FWHM of the curve is given by 
(2√2 ln 2)𝛿. The fit, shown in Figure 5.10, yields a width of 376 nm. If the domain wall was 
much narrower than the probing thermal gradient than this would be the size of the gradient. 
However, unlike in Chapter 3, this is not a good assumption because the AFM tip is quoted as 
having a tip diameter of < 30 nm and domain walls, even in materials with high anisotropy, are 
typically not smaller than 10 nm. Moreover, in the CoFeB film, the ability to create a vortex wall 
indicates that the anisotropy is low and therefore that the domain walls will be wide because the 
domain wall size is proportional to the ratio of exchange stiffness and anisotropy. Thus, it is 
physically reasonable that the domain walls could be significantly larger than the point-spread-
function of the AFM tip. Physically, it is unlikely that the tip was >100 nm given evidence from 
looking at SEM images of crashed tips and considering the fact that the near-field signal would 
likely be extremely small due to the small enhancement volume. There is also the possibility that 
the tip is simply blocking a portion of the surface. We think this is unlikely, however, because 
the magnitude of the tuning fork referenced signal is significantly larger than the signal measured 
in Figure 5.7 even though the resolution is improved. If a smaller area was blocked (thereby 
increasing resolution) the difference between the blocked and unblocked states would also be 
smaller (which would decrease the signal amplitude measured at the tuning fork frequency 
harmonic). On the other hand, it is reasonable that the domain wall is 300-400 nm wide. Thus, 
we conclude that the scanning near-field heating with an AFM tip has a resolution below the 
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diffraction limited optical spot and may be capable of imaging magnetization with a point spread 
function of <100 nm.  
5.5 Conclusion and next steps 
In summary, in this chapter we presented three different scanning probe geometries and 
used them to measure the magnetization and local current flow in microfabricated wires. We 
conclude that commercial gold-coated silicon AFM cantilevers provide the best results. We 
measure a sensitivity to the local magnetic moment of 1.4°/√Hz and estimate the effective point 
spread function is below 100 nm. Further development is needed, but the results presented here 
strongly suggest that near-field heating has the potential to enable time-domain imaging of 
magnetization with spatial resolution similar to magnetic force microscopy or scanning 
transmission x-ray microscopy. 
To provide further evidence that we observe near-field heating, future work should 
measure the signal as a function of the incident polarization and systematically vary tip-surface 
distance. The test of the polarization dependence is relatively straightforward, although it 
requires a reworking of the current optical setup, so that when the waveplate changes it does not 
move the excitation optics. Measuring the signal versus relative tip height is more difficult 
because it would ideally be an experiment where the tip and laser are stationary and the sample 
height is changed; however, this is not possible with the current stages. An alternative is to 
measure approach curves with the laser at different fixed positions from the sample surface to 
100 nm above the surface. 
Once the near-field enhancement is firmly established, we need to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio if this is going to be a practical measurement. There are a few ways that may increase 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the scanning probe system. For example, improving the detection 
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electronics and improving the sample impedance match would greatly improve the signal-to-
noise ratio. In addition, cutting a plasmonic coupling grating into the commercial AFM tips may 
allow light to more efficiently couple into the scanning probe and reduce heating from the laser 
being directly at the surface. A geometry similar to this has been reported in which modified 
commercial AFM cantilevers were used to heat Si [146]. In addition, it may be possible to 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio by adjusting the tuning fork oscillation amplitude and using 
higher harmonics [160], however, this needs to be studied more systematically. Finally, any of 
the standard improvements to the stability of a scanning probe system will greatly reduce the 
noise. These improvements could include adding a vibration isolating enclosure, implementing 
temperature control, using more flexible cables connecting to the scanning stages to reduce 
eternal forces, and using higher frequency tuning forks. Longer-term, tuning fork AFM is well 
suited to vacuum or low temperature measurements, which would reduce the mechanical noise 
floor and open up further experiments. This would, of course, be a significant investment and we 
may not be able to neglect the thermal expansion of the optically heated tip.  
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF THE NEAR-FIELD SCANNING MAGNETO-THERMAL 
MICROSCOPE 
6.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the spatial resolution of TRANE and TRLSSE measurements 
is determined by the area of the heated surface and can, in principle, reach nanometer length 
scales. To heat such deeply sub-wavelength areas we chose a near-field scanning optical 
microscope (NSOM) configuration because it enables localization of light to areas well below 
the far-field diffraction limit but still has the advantage of using picosecond pulsed 
sources [165,166]. In particular, we adapt the approach used in heat-assisted magnetic recording 
(HAMR) and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS). Both HAMR and TERS rely on using 
sharp plasmonic tips to enhance electric field through a combination of the so called ‘lighting 
rod’ effect and plasmonic enhancement.  
 Conceptually, magneto-thermal microscopy is very similar to HAMR since both 
applications require fast, nanoscale heating. Functionally however, the microscope has more in 
common with TERS microscopes. In HAMR, a magnetic recording medium is heated above, or 
close to, its Curie temperature to reduce the field magnitude required to write a bit of 
information. Publications from the early stages of this work demonstrated that that near-field 
optical heating could heat a material by hundreds of degrees in a 20 nm region [157]. In addition, 
it was shown that the exact spatial pattern and magnitude of the heating depends closely on the 
plasmonic antenna and the material being heated [88]. Ultimately, HAMR technologies are 
engineered around an optimized complete system so they lose the generality desirable for 
magneto-thermal microscopy. We can get similar near-field field enhancement from etched gold 
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wires and gold coated AFM tips. In TERS measurements for example, it has been shown that 
gold coated tips can act as plasmonic waveguides in which the optical enhancement is sufficient 
to cause nonlinear effects, including heating [146,149].  
In this chapter we describe the design and operation of a custom NSOM used for 
magneto-thermal microscopy. The geometry used here is an apertureless NSOM which combines 
a tuning fork atomic force microscope (AFM) a with sharp gold tip. The geometry, shown in 
Figure 6.1, has three parts: the quartz tuning fork AFM, the optical elements, and the electrical 
measurement circuit. The electrical measurement circuit is identical to the one used in the far-
field setup. The primary difference being that the signal synchronization is done via the phase-
locked loop (PLL) control electronics rather than through a data acquisition card. The other 
components will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.  
 
Figure 6.1 Illustration of the near-field scanning optical microscope used for magneto-thermal 
microscopy.  
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6.2 Quartz tuning fork atomic force microscope 
In this work, we use a quartz tuning fork to scan a sharp metal tip above the sample and 
measure the topography. Quartz-based tuning fork AFMs have an advantage over Si-cantilever 
AFMs in that they do not require a laser that could scatter and produce artifacts and that it is 
straight-forward to customize the probe because it is simply glued to the fork. Our AFM consists 
of a commercial quartz tuning fork with a sharp tip attached which acts as the scanning probe; a 
phase-locked loop (PLL), to drive the tuning fork at resonance; a proportional-integral (PI) 
controller [167], to control the tip height above the surface; and the scanning stages, to scan the 
sample and adjust the tip-sample distance.  
The piezoelectric quartz tuning fork is the heart of the scanning probe system. Here, we 
use 32.768 kHz oscillators (Raltron, R26-32.768-12.5), removed from the vacuum can. Each 
tuning fork has 2 square tines with aluminum electrodes that excite a mechanical scissor-mode 
oscillation. The electrical behavior of the tuning fork is described by a Butterworth-van Dyke 
circuit shown in Figure 6.2 [168–171] where the reactive elements are related to displacement of 
the tines by the piezoelectric coefficient, ς with units of C/m. The current flowing through the 
fork is given by, 𝐼 =  𝜍
d𝑥
d𝑡
, so that on resonance the current passing through the tuning fork 
increases dramatically. The quality factor of the tuning fork is high, typically > 5000 in air, so 
that by measuring the current flowing through the fork we can detect changes in the resonance of 
a few Hz. By monitoring the resonance, we can measure the force applied to the oscillator when 
it is brought close to the surface of the sample.  
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Figure 6.2 Circuit model for a quartz-tuning fork. The piezoelectric oscillator can be described by 
a characteristic capacitance, inductance, and resistance: Cf, Lf, and Rf. There is also a parasitic 
capacitance, Cp, that comes from the electrical traces on the circuit board and the tuning fork 
packaging.   
The fundamental limit on the sensitivity of the tuning fork at room temperature is the 
thermal motion of the tuning fork. It is possible to calculate the noise power spectrum, SF (units 
of N/√Hz), by knowing the quality factor of the resonator, Q, the fundamental frequency, fo, the 
temperature, T, and the rms noise due to thermal motion of the tuning fork, xrms [172] 
𝑆𝑓
1/2
= √
2
𝜋𝑓𝑜𝑄
𝑘𝑏𝑇
𝑥𝑟𝑚𝑠
   (6.1) 
For a quartz tuning fork, not limited by electrical noise, the sensitivity to force can be less 
than a piconewton [172,173]. The sensitivity goes down when the symmetry of the tuning fork is 
broken by gluing a tip to one tine but it can still have sufficiently high Q to measure a few 
piconewton forces if the quality factor of the tip stays above 1000 [174,175]. This force 
sensitivity is required when using the etch gold wire in tapping mode so that tip does not get 
bent. The exact force required to bend the gold tuning fork is difficult to calculate and the yield 
strength for nanoscale gold is not well known. However for a yield strength of 
500 × 108 Pa [176,177] a 30 nm diameter tip would bend with 35 µN. The actual sensitivity must 
be well below this to ensure the integrity of the tip apex during hours of scanning.  
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To characterize the force sensitivity and tip-surface interaction, we measure the vibration 
of the tuning fork as a function of tip height. The curve informs us of the force between the tip 
and the surface; whether it is attractive or repulsive and how long range it is. The force curve 
also gives a measurement of the sensitivity of the scanning probe feedback. In this work, we use 
force-curves to determine if a scanning probe is sufficiently sensitive to the surface. More 
detailed interpretation is possible, but beyond the scope of this work.  Further information can be 
found in the literature [178,179].  
We performed force curves for the three different scanning probe geometries shown in 
Figure 5.1, beginning with tapping mode using an etched gold wire (the case of Figure 5.1a). 
Figure 6.3 shows two sets of approach curves corresponding to two tuning fork probes. Each 
probe tip was made from a 50 µm diameter wire electrochemically etched to a point <100 nm. 
Tuning fork A had a quality factor of 657 and tuning fork B had a quality factor of 2384. The 
difference in Q between A and B is most likely due to differences in attaching the gold wires to 
the tuning forks. The curves show the change in frequency and the change in amplitude over the 
course of nine approaches. We show every other curve measured for clarity. For tuning fork A, 
we find that the lower Q leads to a noisier trace and a lack of sensitivity. As a result, each 
successive curve gets closer to the surface as the tip gets gradually destroyed. We confirm this 
result by imaging the tip in the SEM and find that the tip is indeed flattened. Tuning fork B tells 
a different story. By virtue of the much higher Q, successive approaches result in curves that 
consistently touch down at the same height. There is still significant variation between curves of 
where the tip starts to retract. However, it is telling that surface found by each curve drifts rather 
than marching closer to the surface. Even after an hour of scanning the tip over a sample we find 
the tip is still sharp (Figure 6.3f).   
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Figure 6.3 Tuning fork frequency and amplitude change versus distance for the etched gold wire 
tip in the tapping geometry. The left and right columns show data from tuning forks A (Q = 657) 
and B (Q = 2384) respectively. a-d) Show the change in frequency and amplitude of the of the 
tuning fork as a function of distance. In each panel the distance is relative to the closest distance 
measured. Panels c) and f) of the figure show SEM images of scanning tips A and B respectively 
after the approaches and, for B, an hour of scanning.   
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Figure 6.4 Tuning fork frequency and amplitude change versus distance for gold coated Si 
cantilevers in the tapping geometry for three different probes. The three probes were differentiated 
by the length that extended past the end of the tuning fork:  a-b) short cantilever, c-d) intermediate 
length, e-f) long cantilever. In each case the offsets have been removed to enable comparison.  
Next, we measure the frequency-distance curves of the scanning probes made by gluing 
gold coated Si AFM cantilevers to a tuning fork and operating in the tapping geometry (Figure 
5.1c). For all of the tuning forks measured, the quality factor was >2000, however, we found that 
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the distance the tuning fork extended from the end of the tuning fork played a significant role in 
tip-surface interaction. We were not able to measure the exact lengths of the cantilevers however 
the difference was sufficient that we could distinguish between them in a 30x magnification 
stereoscope. Figure 6.4 show three sets of curves for the approach and retraction of increasingly 
long cantilevers. For the case of the shortest cantilever, in which the tip of the cantilever was 
very nearly aligned to the end of the tuning fork, we measure an approach and retraction curve 
that looks very similar to the high-Q tapping mode etched wire probe. There is a linear response 
right after contact and the approach and retraction overlap without hysteresis.  
For the probe that sticks out a little further, we estimate ~200 µm, we observe a short 
region of snap-in and that, when retracted, the tip feels an attractive force for 60 nm (see Figure 
6.4c,d). The snap-in and attraction is particularly pronounced in the amplitude of the tuning fork 
oscillation. This behavior can be explained by the Si cantilever bending independently of the 
tuning fork when it is close to the surface and getting stuck in a thin water layer on the 
surface [180] The different regions are shown schematically in Figure 6.5. Despite the hysteretic 
behavior, the curves were reproducible for 10 approach and retract cycles and good scans could 
be obtained in the contact regime  
Snap-in and long-range attraction are even more pronounced for cantilevers that protrude 
further from the tuning fork. We show an example in Figure 6.4e,f. The figure shows two 
different approach and retraction scans because the scan range had to extend over a micron to 
capture the behavior. In this case, the snap in effect is strong enough that once the cantilever 
bends downward, the sensitivity is greatly reduced and the tip does not contact with the surface 
even after a micron of further approach. Compounding the problem of low sensitivity, the curves 
are also not very reproducible and this tip was unusable for imaging.   
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Figure 6.5 Representative illustration of the force curve and likely AFM cantilever behavior. In 
the attractive region, the cantilever protruding from the fork bends down towards the sample, the 
measured width of the attractive region is related to the length of the tuning fork sticking out from 
the fork and the spring constant.   
Shear-mode AFM with an etched gold tip presents a quite different case from tapping 
mode. In the shear mode configuration, as the tip is brought close to the sample it experiences 
damping due to tip-sample interactions. While the exact nature of these interactions is not well 
understood [162,181,182], we can still use them to control the distance between the scanning 
probe and the surface. As in tapping mode, when the tuning fork feels the force from the surface, 
there is a change in both the frequency and amplitude. In the shear case, however, the amplitude 
is the more sensitive (see Figure 6.6.) In shear mode there is not an attractive region and it is 
hard to identify a ‘contact’ region, making it essential to determine the appropriate amplitude set 
point to get clean scans. If set too low, the tip will drift away from the surface; if set too high, the 
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tip will crash, resulting in unpredictable behavior. An example of an incorrectly set value of the 
feedback is shown in Figure 6.6c-d. 
 
Figure 6.6 Tuning fork frequency and amplitude change versus distance for the etched gold wire 
in the shear force geometry for two different probes. Frames a-b) show a clean approach curve 
while c-d) show a curve with an incorrectly chosen setpoint.  
6.3 Optical excitation of near-field scanning tip 
We show the optical path used to illuminate the scanning probe in Figure 6.7. A 
Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900) generates 3 ps pulses at 780 nm which are coupled into 
the a polarization maintaining single mode fiber. Before the fiber, the light passes through a 
Faraday isolator, half-waveplate, electrooptical modulator (EOM), mechanical chopper, 
polarizer, and focusing lens. The EOM can be used as a pulse picker to reduce the repetition rate 
of the laser, although all the data presented in this dissertation were taken using the 76 MHz 
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repetition rate of the laser. After the light emerges from the fiber, it is collimated and sent 
through another polarizer and waveplate to ensure that the light is well polarized. We then focus 
the laser onto the scanning probe using a microscope objective with a 20 mm working distance 
and 0.42 NA. A beam expander and camera are used to create a microscope (boxed area in 
Figure 6.7) to help with alignment of the laser, tip, and sample.    
 
Figure 6.7 Schematic of the optical path used in the scanning probe microscope. EOM is the 
electrooptical modulator. The dashed boxed area is the optical microscope used to image the tip 
and sample through the objective. The objective, beam splitter, half-waveplate, polarizer, and fiber 
collimator are mounted on a xyz – translation stage at an angle of 30° to the optical table as shown 
in Figure 6.8.  
The objective creates a 930 nm laser spot that must be carefully aligned to the scanning 
tip. This can be challenging because the angle of the microscope objective makes alignment the 
laser and sample tip non-intuitive. Figure 6.8 shows an illustration of the relation between the 
objective, tip, and image plane seen in the camera and an example of the camera image. The 
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microscope objective is on an xyz stage (as shown in Figure 6.1), that is used to focus the image 
and laser spot. In practice, it is straightforward to use the stage to focus the image of the scanning 
tip on the camera, however there is only one location that will also be the focus for the laser. To 
ensure the two coincide, we first mark the location of the laser spot on the camera image, then 
we block the laser and bring the tip into focus under the mark. Finer alignment can be made at 
the surface of the sample by maximizing the electrical signal demodulated at the frequency of the 
optical chopper.   
 
Figure 6.8 Optical imaging geometry. Left, schematic representation of the aligment between the 
objective, scanning probe, and sample. The plane imaged by the microscope objective is tilted with 
respect to the sample. Right, camera image of the tip near the surface of a sample.  
 
6.4 Procedure for making scanning probe tips 
6.4.1 Etched gold wire probes: shear mode and tapping mode 
Here we describe the electrochemical etching procedure used to make the shear and 
tapping mode gold wire tips. We begin with 0.05 mm, 99.995% gold wire (Alfa Aesar), which 
we cut to lengths of approximately 3 inches, place on a ceramic sheet, and anneal in air at 800° C 
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for 8 hours to increase the grain size [183,184]. We tried to anneal the wire by hanging it from a 
W bar, this was unsuccessful because the W oxidized to bright yellow WO3. After annealing, we 
etch the wire to a sharp point using 50/50 HCl/absolute ethanol.  Finally, we inspect it using 
SEM. The etching procedure below is an updated version based on the technique developed by 
Jonathan Karsch [158]. In J. Karsch’s work, the etching procedure was based in 250 µm 
diameter wires. Here, we use 50 µm diameter wires to reduce the mass on the tuning fork and 
increase the quality factor and force sensitivity. The thinner wire requires a modified procedure. 
The most relevant background for the process below can be found in references [185–187]. 
There are numerous other papers on making STM tips using a variety of different etching 
techniques that are beyond the scope of this work but which may be of interest to those generally 
interested in making STM tips [188–197].  
The etched wire is the result of an electrochemical reaction in an HCl ethanol solution in 
which Au reacts with Cl to make soluble AuCl4 through one of three reactions [186,198,199].  
Au + 4Cl− → AuCl4
− + 3e− E  = 1.002 V 
Au + 2Cl− → AuCl2
− + e− E = 1.154 V 
AuCl2
− + 2Cl− → AuCl4
− + 2e− E = 0.926 V 
The etch occurs at the solution-air interface and self terminates when the wire below the surface 
falls off breaking the circuit. The standard electrochemical potentials listed above are not the 
potentials applied during our etching however the current versus voltage traced we measure are 
qualitatively similar to those shown in [198].  
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Table 3 Materials and equipment used for electrochemical etching 
Current source, voltmeter, ammeter A Keithley 2400 works well for this, but you just need 
~0.1 V precision and the ability to supply almost an 
amp. To monitor the etch, it is helpful to be able to plot 
the current and voltage in real time. 
Gold wire  99.995% pure alfa asar. It is worth noting that a former 
Raschke group member, Samuel Berweger, suggest 
different brands may etch differently.  
Mini grabber  
Alligator clip  The kind without the teeth 
Platinum wire The platinum wire should be made into a ring ~2 inches 
in diameter and include a piece that sticks out to hold 
and provide electrical connection. The exact diameter 
does not matter much 
Glass dish  
HCl/Etoh 50/50 by volume 36.5%-38% HCl/Absolute ethanol  
Ring stands with clamps and posts See Figure 6.9 
Water and pipette  
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Figure 6.9 Electrochemical etching setup 
• Anneal wire at 800° C for 8 hours. The Vulcan 3-550 box furnace was used for this work. 
• Assemble the etching apparatus in the vented hood. The platinum ring should be fully 
submerged below the surface of the acid. 
• Clip the wire as straight up and down as possible and lower into the acid mixture. The bottom 
of the wire should be below the level of the ring, about 3-5 mm below the surface.  
• Electrically connect the alligator clip holding the wire to the positive terminal and the Pt ring 
to the negative terminal.  
• Apply 1.9 V for 30 seconds and 2.1 V until the current drops to zero. This was done with a 
Keithley 2400 controlled via labview. The output with turned off when the current reached 
0.005 mA.  
• Raise the wire up and take it from the alligator clip with tweezers. Gently rinse with water 
using a few drops from the pipette.  
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• Glue or tape the unetched side to a piece of wafer or glass slide so that the wire is suspended 
above the surface of the box. 
• Repeat the above steps to make more tips, then clean up. 
• Inspect the wires in a SEM to confirm that the tips are < 50 nm in diameter. Compare the 
morphology of the tips to the voltage and current profiles measured during the etch and look 
for trends. 
During the etch, we monitor the voltage and current as a function of time. Monitoring the 
current is particularly important for knowing when to stop the etch, how long the etch took to 
complete, and if the etch finished before the higher voltage was applied, as sometimes happens.  
In general, tips that had similar voltage and current time traces should be similar to one another. 
 
Figure 6.10 Transport measurements characterizing the etching of gold wires. Part a) shows a 
typical current vs. voltage measurement taken using the Keithley 2400. The dashed line demark 
regions that we found produce different tip shapes. b) Three current traces measured during the 
etching of 50 µm diameter gold wires. The red curve was and etch to completion with a applied 
voltage of 2.2 V and the blue curve was etched to completion using 1.8 V. The yellow curve was 
a three step etch. The etch self-terminated when the current went to zero.  
We attach the wire to the tuning fork by gluing it, either before or after the etching 
process. The shear mode tips used in this work were glued before the etch and the tapping mode 
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tips were glued after the etch. In both cases the tuning fork is held in a pin vise, a small amount 
of glue (Loctite 416) is applied with a thin wire, and the gold wire is placed gently onto the glue. 
The glue, which was suggested by Mad City Labs, and has a fast setting time and a low viscosity 
making it easy to work with. Gluing the wire to the tuning fork before the etch reduces the 
chance of bending the etched tip because it reduced the number of times the sharpened wire has 
to be handled directly. Unfortunately, the chlorine gas emitted as a product of the etch corrodes 
the aluminum electrodes so this method can only be used with short etch times. Gluing the wire 
to the tuning fork after etching enables faster fabrication and inspection. The downside is that it 
is hard to orient the front of the tip so that it faces the same direction as the front of the tuning 
fork, this is particularly important if the gratings are cut in the wire before gluing to the fork.  
During the development of the scanning probe fabrication procedure we found, in the 
literature and through experience, a few changes that could improve the electrochemical etching 
process. We would like to improve the process because it makes wires with a tip apex of < 50 nm 
only about 50% of the time. The yield is reduced further when the tips are selected for having a 
smooth surface and tapered cone length of 10 µm.  
Of the different etching variables, we explored the relationship between the etching 
potential and tip morphology the most, finding two general trends that can be related to the 
current-voltage dependence. First, applying voltage below the 2V drop off in the current yields 
small cone angles and smooth sides however the tip apex is never less than 100 nm. Applying 
voltages of greater than 2 V produces wider cone angles and rougher sides, but the apexes of the 
tips are frequently below 100 nm. Observing these trends lead us to use two etch potentials. The 
first step is timed and uses a 1.9 V potential that makes a smooth taper, the second step is a 2.1 V 
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potential that is applied until the etch is complete and the wire below the surface falls off. The 
purpose of the second step is to ‘sharpen’ the tip and produce a final result that is < 50 nm.   
 
Figure 6.11 SEM images showing the different tip morphologies obtained from different etch 
voltages. The tips shown in this image correspond to the etch traces shown in Figure 6.10b. a) A 
tip etched to completion with 1.8 V showing a smooth, long taper. b) A tip etched to completion 
with 2.2 V showing a less conical shape but sharper tip. c) A tip that was etched using three 
different voltages. d) The same tip as c) but at higher magnification.  
It is important to shut off the current as soon as possible after the etch ends because the 
tip can continue to etch after the submerged part of the wire falls off. The current source for the 
etched tips in this work was a Keithley 2400 source meter controlled with Labview. The Keithley 
output can only be controlled on a time scale of roughly 1 ms, with the exact time depending on 
the filter settings. It is possible that a sharper tip could be created by using a faster differentiator 
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circuit that can provide cutoff times faster than 100 µs. We did not test this, however more 
information about the influence of switching times can be found in references [188,191,195,197].  
In addition to the etching voltage, we expect that the yield can be increased by adjusting 
the annealing, mechanical stability and electrolyte. Annealed wire produces smoother sides than 
unannealed but they can be faceted, leaving sharp edges that are not ideal for surface plasmon 
propagation. This may be improved with different annealing conditions [176]. The mechanical 
stability of the etching apparatus also effects the reproducibility of the wires because the etch 
happens at the liquid surface making it very sensitive to vibrations and variations in cross section 
from angling the wire. These problems can be mitigated by shielding the airflow from the hood 
vent that vibrates the wire and improving the control of the wire alignment to ensure the wire 
goes straight into the acid mixture. Finally, the electrolyte can also have a large effect on the etch 
however we have not tested solutions of different acid concentration or types. One reference 
from the literature suggests that CaCl2 may be a good alternative [194].  
6.4.2 Attaching gold-coated silicon cantilever to tuning fork 
In addition to the etched gold wire, we also tested commercial, Si AFM tips coated with 
70 nm of Au. The cantilevers we tested (OPUS tips 3XC- GG, Figure 6.12) had the tip at the end 
of the cantilever to improve optical access. Each piece that would go into a traditional AFM 
holder actually had three cantilevers of different lengths attached to the same piece of bulk Si 
that we refer to as the “shard”. To use the cantilevers in our tuning fork AFM we must attach 
them to the tuning fork itself after removing them from the shard. It is important that only the 
cantilevers are attached to the tuning fork because shard is heavy enough to prevent the tuning 
fork from vibrating. Figure 6.13 shows the process for attaching an AFM cantilever to a tuning 
fork and the final product. 
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Figure 6.12 Manufacturer’s SEM images of the AFM cantilevers used for near-field heating. The 
dotted line shows where the cantilevers are removed from the larger holding shard. The three 
cantilever lengths are 500 µm, 240 µm, 175 µm. The apex is specified to be < 30 nm. Figure 
from  [200].  
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Figure 6.13 Process of attaching AFM cantilevers to tuning fork. a) The AFM cantilever is brought 
into contact with PDMS leaving the sharp point of the tip suspended. b) A W needle is brought 
down at the base of the cantilever to separate it from the shard. c) The shard is removed and the 
alligator clip is replaced with a pin-vise holding the tuning fork. d) Glue is applied to the tuning 
fork and it is brought into contact with the cantilever. e) The tuning fork is lifted off the PDMS. f) 
Tuning fork with an attached cantilever view under the microscope at 30x magnification.  
We attach the cantilevers to the tuning fork by removing them from the shard then gluing 
them to the tuning fork. As shown in Figure 6.13, we first hold the back side of the AFM tip with 
a toothless alligator clip and use translation stages (ThorLabs, DT12XYZ) to bring it down onto 
a PDMS film on top of a one-inch diameter optical pedestal. The process is monitored with a 
microscope. The cantilever bends upwards when it is on the PDMS and the user will observe a 
dramatic change in reflection. Next, a 0.7 µm W-probe from an electrical probe station 
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(Signatone, SM-35) is brought down to break off the cantilever from the shard. Very little force 
is needed to break the cantilever at its base. After breaking off all the cantilevers from the shard, 
the alligator clip, and shard, is removed and replaced with a pin vise holding the tuning fork. A 
small amount of glue is applied to the tuning fork tine and the fork is lowered down onto the 
cantilever. After waiting fifteen seconds or so the tuning fork is lifted taking the cantilever with 
it. We inspect the result in an optical stereoscope, ideally the cantilever sticks straight out from 
the tuning fork and the tip should be pointing perpendicular to the tuning fork. Figure 6.14 shows 
a picture of the parts used to assemble the hybrid tuning fork/AFM scanning probe in. This is 
also the set up used to glue the etched gold wires to the tuning forks.  
 
Figure 6.14 Photograph of the station used to attach the AFM cantilevers to the tuning fork and to 
glue the etched gold wires to the tuning forks.  
We note that the length of the cantilever protruding from the end of the tuning fork 
should be kept short, roughly 5 µm, although out to ~100 µm may produce acceptable results. A 
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long cantilever does not effectively transfer force to the tuning fork and simply bends when it 
makes contact with the sample surface. Thus, a cantilever that is much too long will snap-in early 
during approach curves and the change in frequency versus tip-height will have a shallow slope. 
The other reason to keep the cantilever short is to ensure that it has a resonance above that of the 
tuning fork. Otherwise the vibration tuning fork may create unwanted oscillation of the 
cantilever that will complicate the measurement. The resonance of the AFM cantilever, ν, can be 
estimated by [201], 𝜈 ≈
𝑡
2 𝜋 𝑙2
(
𝐸
𝜌
)
1
2
  where t is the cantilever thickness, l is the cantilever length, E 
is Young’s modulus, and ρ is the density.  
6.4.3 The process of cutting a plasmonic grating with a focused ion beam 
To improve the coupling of far-field light to propagating surface plasmon polariton (SPP) 
modes, a diffractive grating was cut on both the etched gold wires and gold-coated AFM tips. 
Details of the SPP coupling and results have been discussed in section 5.3. In this section we 
discuss the process used to cut the plasmonic gratings. We cut the grating in the plasmonic 
antenna using a combined SEM and focused ion beam, (FIB, FEI Strata 400 DualBeam). We use 
an ion beam current of 93 pA at 30 kV, although we found 0.46 nA could be used as well to 
increase the milling rate at the expense of slightly reduced edge quality. It typically took less 
than a minute to mill through the gold cone from the side if there was no drifting of the tip due to 
charging. 
In practice, the orientation of the tip in the FIB contributed more to the outcome than the 
details of the beam. The SEM and FIB beams are oriented at 52° with respect to one another and 
the stage holding the tip can be tilted so that the surface of the platform holding the gold probe 
can be oriented perpendicular to either the SEM or the FIB. Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 show 
the two different orientations tested to make SPP coupling gratings.  
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Figure 6.15 Orientation of etched gold wire and tuning fork for FIB cutting. a) SEM image of the 
etched gold wire after cutting the grating. b) Image taken using the Ga-ion beam after using the 
beam to cut the grating. c) Illustration of the tuning fork and tip orientation used to cut the grating 
shown in a) and b). d-e) SEM images of an etched wire after the grating was cut into it. The images 
were taken at 52° and 0°. f) Illustration of the orientation of the etched wire with respect to the 
SEM and FIB used to cut the grating shown in d) and e).   
The first orientation tested for the etched wires was for tapping mode geometry tuning 
forks. The wire is glued to the tuning fork and the tuning fork leads are stuck to the FIB 
specimen holder so that the tip points vertically. Thus, the wire points towards the SEM beam 
and the FIB cuts the grating without tiling the sample stage. The result is a spiral pattern as 
shown in Figure 6.15a,b. The advantage to this orientation is that you can rotate the stage to cut 
all the way around the cone. The main disadvantage is that the alignment is very challenging, 
slow, and it does not work for the shear-mode geometry.  
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The second orientation for the etched gold wires is to align the long axis of the wire 
perpendicular to the SEM beam. To mill the grating the stage is tilted and a sinusoidal pattern is 
cut into the side. In this orientation, it is also possible to cut a rectangular region off of the side of 
the cone with the grating as was down in Figure 6.15d,e. This may produce a smoother plane for 
SPP propagation, however the propagation length has not been tested. This orientation works for 
both tapping and shear mode orientations, but good results rely on the wire being level with the 
sample stage. If the wire tilts down or upwards it creates problems with the focus and increases 
the risk is generating a touch alarm in the FIB system. 
 
Figure 6.16 Orientation of AFM cantilever for FIB cutting. a) SEM image of the etched gold wire 
after cutting the grating. b) Image taken using the Ga-ion beam after using the beam to cut the 
grating. c) Illustration of the tuning fork and tip orientation used to cut the grating shown in a) and 
b). The AFM tip (shard and cantilever) is mounted on the face of a 52° specimen holder so that the 
FIB beam cuts across the side of the tip. d) SEM image of the etched gold wire after cutting the 
grating. e) Image taken using the Ga-ion beam after using the beam to cut the grating. f) Illustration 
of the orientation of the etched wire with respect to the SEM and FIB used to cut the grating shown 
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in d) and e), the The AFM tip is mounted on the face of a 52° specimen holder so that the front of 
the tip was facing the ion beam. The stage was not tilted for either the cutting or capturing the 
images.  
We show the two orientations tested for milling gratings into the AFM, before gluing 
them to the tuning forks, in Figure 6.16. Both use a specimen holder that has a plane at a 52° 
angle. We stuck one AFM probe so that the ion beam was perpendicular to the side of the tip and 
one AFM probe so that the tip was perpendicular to the ion beam, see Figure 6.16c and Figure 
6.16f respectively. For the first case, the beam cuts the same sinusoidal pattern used for the 
etched tips. This effectively cuts the correct shape but also removes, or damages, at the gold 
coating from the tip. The second orientation is cut by patterning rectangles across the face of the 
tip. This preserves the gold in the regions not milled and cuts a grating on both the front faces of 
the trigonal tip.  
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CONCLUSION 
“Someone else always has to carry on the story”  
– J. R. R. Tolkien, (Lord of the Rings) 
In this dissertation, I have laid out the background and the technical development of both 
far-field and near-field magneto-thermal microscopy. In the far-field, a microscope objective 
focuses 3 ps laser pulses onto a magnetic structure. This creates a thermal gradient that 
transduces the local magnetization into a voltage via the anomalous Nernst effect, in 
ferromagnetic metals, or the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect in combination with the inverse 
spin Hall effect, in ferromagnetic insulators. We found that this technique can image 
magnetization with 10-100 ps temporal resolution, sub-micron spatial resolution, and sensitivity 
to the in-plane moment of 0.1°-0.3°/√Hz. Following the initial demonstration, we applied 
magneto-thermal microscopy to phase-sensitive ferromagnetic resonance imaging in ultrathin 
YIG/Pt bilayers. In the bilayers, we observed spatial variation of the resonance field, amplitude, 
phase, and linewidth despite the symmetry of the device and the epitaxial growth of the YIG. By 
comparing the images of dynamics to images of the static magnetization we concluded that 
spatially varying anisotropy could be responsible for the variation.  
In the near-field implementation of magneto-thermal microscopy we use a sharp gold tip 
a few nanometers across to enhance the electric field and create a nano-sized thermal gradient. 
After testing etched gold wires in tapping and shear geometry and commercial AFM tips in 
tapping mode, we find the best results for commercial, gold coated silicon AFM tips. The 
scanning near-field TRANE microscopy had a sensitivity of 1.4°/√Hz sensitivity which enabled 
observation of magnetic domains in ultrathin CoFeB/Pt wires. Analysis of the domains indicates 
that the near-field magneto-thermal microscope is capable of resolution of 100 nm or less. These 
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results show that magneto-thermal microscopy has the potential to achieve table-top time-
domain measurements of magnetic films and devices with resolution approaching x-ray 
techniques. 
Both TRANE and TRLSSE stand out from other magnetic microscopy techniques for 
their sensitivity (at least in the far-field geometry) to the in-plane magnetic moment, their phase 
sensitivity, and their ability to be used quantitatively. These traits make TRANE and TRLSSE 
particularly well-suited to measuring thin-film magnetic devices. In addition, the geometry of the 
far-field magneto-thermal microscope is compatible with MOKE microscopy. Combining the 
two techniques could enable simultaneous detection with both magneto-thermal and magneto-
optical microscopy. This could open the door to a wider range of samples or provide two 
independent techniques to corroborate the measurements.  
On a more fundamental level, because magneto-thermal microscopy couples to 
magnetization differently than electron, stray-field, or optical effects, it can enable novel 
investigations. For instance, antiferromagnetic materials [202] may be imaged using magneto-
thermal effects and spin-phonon coupling may be measured in ferromagnetic insulators [203]. 
Imaging with a thermal spot also enables simultaneous measurement of the excitation and the 
response. This could enable measurements of materials with anisotropic conductivity, 
quantification of spin torque angles, and quantification of the current density in the device.
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